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K. Believed To
Be In Bad Spot
BERLIN 1JPU — Western offi- have given advance notice of the
cials believe SoviOt Premier Ni-
Kita Khrushchey has painted him-
self into a corner in the Berlin
dispute.
For almost four years, Khrush-
chev has failed in his attempts to
force the Allies to abandon the
city.
It was on Nov. 27, 1958, that
Khrushchev sent notes to the Unit-
ed States, Britain, and France de-
manding the withdrawal of the
Allied garrisons from West Berlin
and its conversion into "free, de-
militarized city." The Allies are
still here, and in some ways the
Western position is believed strong-
er than ever.
It has become obvious to West-
ern officials here — and probably
to the Russians themselves—that
nothing short of war would force
the west to abandon Berlin. And
there is no thought here that Khru-
chev wants a war or a brink of
war crisis. particularly since he
has seen the firm American re-
sponse on Cuba.
Khrushchev's corner p o s it i on
does not mean that the Soviets
have given up seeking a Berlin
settlement -en their terms or have
abandoned their periodic harass-
ing actions against the city's ac-
csss routes_
The hest such harassment oc-
curred Wednesday: when Soviet
guards held up a small U. S. Ar-
my convoy for one hour and 13
minutes at the Berlin end of the
1,10-mile highway to Wert Ger-
many. It was the third such delay
this moms, and it appeared part
of a SoOet plan to impose new
control procedures on Allied mil-
itary movements through East Ger-
many.
The Russians delayed the seven
trucks and 14 soldiers because
they claimed the Americans shoukl
First Service—, In
New Building Set
By W. A. OOLEY
On Sunday November 18th the
first services of the Liberty Cum-
berland Presbyterian Church will
be held in the newly completed
church building. This new struc-
ture was built to replace the one
that was burned in December 1981.
This is the fourth building built
by this congregation which was
founded August 17, 1851_
Suniay School will be At 10:00
and preaching at 11:00 a, fit-. by
Richard Denton, At 1:30 in the
afternoon a community singing
will be held The public is cordially
invited to attend any or all of these
serstiees.
Radio Club Formed;
Meets December 1
A new club has been formed in
Murray, h e Murray Monitions
Citizens 13sincl calk with Richard
Adams as the president.
The club met recently and dis-
cussed the manner in which they
might be of sorvice to the corn-
murrity. Anyone to rested in C. B.
Raclin, may contact any of
members ar call 753-1493.
The 'next meeting will'
the city hail on DieeMbee-u-
7:30 pm. Ken Adains of Murray
route two is the secretary of the
club.
weatherReportBMW Press LassrseMeetas 
High yesterday  67
Low yesterday  96
715 Trickay  65
Kentucky Lake: 7 am. 354.5.
Western Kentucky — Partly
cloudy and warm through Friday
with chance of showers Friday.
High today 05 to 70, low tonight
48-56
Temperatures at 5 a m. OnST).:
flai Louisville 44, Lexington 46, Cov-
ington 44, 'Paducah 54, Bowling
Green 40, London 40, Hopkinsaille
52, Iluntington, W Va . 39 and Ev-
ansville, Ind , 47.
.1141**WirIPTPRINIINIMMTPIPOMb 
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convoy's movement. The convoy
commander stood fast on the
American position that such noti-
fication is not necessary under
four-power agreements permitting
the Allies access to Berlin.
The Soviets advanced the same
arguments -Nov 2 and Nov. 9
when they staged similar delays,
and they received the sarne an-
swers.
Farm-City
Week Dinner
Is Tonight
A Farm-City Week program will
be held tonight at the Student
Union Building on the Murray
State College campus with Dr. Wil-
liam A. Seay:. dean of the College
of Agriculture and Home Econo-
mics at the University of Ken-
tucky as the principal speaker.
The banquet will be held in the
ball room of the building and will
kickoff the annual week which is
sponsored locally by Murray civic
clubs and the Calloway County
Farm 'Bureau
Arlie Scott. Assistant Professor
of Agriculture at the college is
chairman of the event and will
preside tonight Joe Darnall will
lead the group singing and Rev.
W. C. Mischke will give the in-
Dr Ralph Woods will welcome
these present and Dr Stray will
give the principal address The
program will he concluded with
those present giving the Pledge
of Allegiance led by Charles E.
Eldridge
The purpose of the observance
of this week is to point out the
interdependence of the farmer and
the city resident_
Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, November 15, 1962
Dr. Judy To Head
Kentucky Baptists
OWENSBORO. Ky. (URI — T h
Rev. Dr. E. Keevil Judy, pastor of
the First Baptist Church of Hen-
derson and former, principal of
Harrison County High School, Wed-
nesday was elected president of
the Kentuelty Baptist Convention,
Dr. Judy succeeded Dr. Verlin
C. Kduschwitz, pastor of the Sev-
ers Valley- 'Baptist Church at
2lizabethtown.
He was born on a farm near
Cynthiana, graduated from George-
town College and received a mas-
ter's degree from the University
of Kentucky. He trained for the
ministry at Southern Baptist The-
ological Seminary in Louisville, and
for 13 years preached in rural
churches while principal of the
high school.
Dr. Judy also has held pastor-
ates at Harlen, Owensboro, Padu-
cah and Newport.
The Rev. T. L. McSwain, pas-
tor of the Third Baptist Church
of Owensboro, which is host to the
Baptist group's meeting here, was
elected first vice-president. Dr. G.
A. pavid McClure, a Louisville phy-
sician, was eLected second vice-
president.
Dr. Lewis; Ray, a retired Louis-
ville minister, was re-elected sec-
retary, and Dr. Leo Crisman, li-
brarian at Southern Baptist The-
ological Seminary, was re-elected
assistant secretary
Lynn Grove Defeats
Faxon On Tuesday
The Lynn Grove Wildcats de-
feated Faxon on the Panther, floor
Tuesday night by a decisive 5626
edge,
Fetes trailed by only four points
M the end of the first qaarter,
842, Ian was down by 10. 11-21,
at halftime The Wildcats broke
away giddy in the third period
sad faded to the victory.
lomatrong was high point man
foUviine with 24 markers. Starks
added 13 to the Lynn Grove cause.
Ellis was high for the losers with
seven points
Lynn Grove (55)
Armstrong 24, Starks, 13, Coch-
ran 3, Lovett 5, Orr I. Dodson 2,
West I. Jordon 3, Holland 4.
Faun (26)
Ellis 7, Chaney 5, Ilargrove 5,
Nance 3, Ragsdale 2, James 3,
Travis 2,
Local Tax Bite
For $3,324,000;
Will It Be Cut?
(Special to the Ledger & Timm/
NEW YORK; INov 12 — Can res-
ident of 'Calloway County count
on a tax cut in 1963? Or have the
prospects for such a cut been dim-
med by recent international
events?
Local residents, because of their
income levels, have been paying
huge personal taxes. Their pay-
ments, in the past fiscal year,
came to approximately $3,324,600,
according to an unofficial estimate
based on Treasury: Department fig-
ures.
Along with other -taxpayers thro-
ughout the country, they have been
king forward to _a reduction
next year.
Current opinion is that some
cut will be proposed by the Ad-
ministration. How large it will be
will depend on the state of the
economy and the size of the 1964
budget.
Commerce Secretary Luther Hod-
ges has come out for a slash in
taxes right after the first of the
year, without waiting for a broad
tax reform bill, which might take
a long time.
Many Congressmen have been
surpnied by the attitude of their
constituents on the subject. They
are (Meting that the homefolk,
much as they want and need tax re-
lief, feel that it would be irrespon-
sible to do this if it meant adding
to the natidnal deficit and debt.
They want any adjustment to
be accompanied by a cut in Fed-
eral spending for non-defense pur-
poses.
Of the $3,324,000 in individual
income taxes paid by Calloway
County residents in the year, over
$1.363.000 is being used for do-
meson spending and the rest for
national defense This is based on
a study just released by the Tax
Foundation.
The domestic spending covers
benefits for agriculture, commerce.
veterans, educations, health and
ewlfare, labor, space research.
housing and the like. The current
bill for these items is $26 billion.
126 percent higher than it was 8
years ago.
Defense costs, by contrast, have
gone up only 14 percent in the
years. says the Tax Foundation.
Because of our deficit spending,
year ilferynar, -the national debt
has grown to more than S298 bil-
lion, it notes.
Calloway County's share of this
debt. which averages $1,1316 for
every man, woman and child in
the country, amounts to $84,0043.-
000.
PERU AMBASSADOR RESIGNS
14YASHINGTON (UPC President
Kennedy-Friday accepted the re-
nervation of James Loeb Jr. as am-
bassador to Peru
The White House said Loeb. for-
mer publisher of the Adirondack
Daily Enterprise M Saranac 'Lake,
N. Y., would be given a new diplo-
matic post.
GETS PAROLE POST
WASHINGTON (UPS Homer
I,. Benson. a 43-year-old Negro
from Ohio. has been sworn in as
a member of the Federal Parole
Board He took the oath in a cere-
mony at the office of Atty. Gen.
Robert F Kennedy. The post pays
$18,000 a year
Bill Ladd. L. J. Hendon and 'I high Massey. -all with
deer, stand by the side of their car, laden with the trophies
taken on the last day o-f' the deer season. Ladd doss ned a
ten point buck.
Both Hendon and Massey hunted the four days before
they had any luck, hut Ladd took -his the first day out.
The deer were killed on the Cumberland Ri-Ver near the
wildlife refuge last Saturday, the final day of the four day
hunting season. One shot was enough for each of the limit-
ers to hag their game.
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Kentucky News
Briefs
sited PTV.% boIrroational
LEXINGTON, -Ky. liFt — The
University of Kentucky Agricul-
tural Extension Center announced
that 91 of Kentucky's 120 counties
'began observing -farm - city week
today. The week is set asicie an-
ntlaily --to increase awareness of
the interdependence of rural and
urban residents, the extension
center said.
LEXINGTON. Ky UP?) —Some
250 perrons are expected to at-
tend the seventh regional safety
seminar here Friday. Principal
Speaker at the seminar, one of
a series being sponsored by the
state Department of Public Safe-.
ty, will be William H. Eells,
regional manager of the civic-
and -governmental affairs office
of the Ford Motor Co. at Cleve•
land.
COVINGTON, Ky. flnli — Glenn
0. Swing, 72, superintendent of
On-irate-in sch.iols for 34 years,
died at a Senors! here Wednes-
day A member of the boards of
regents of Eastern Kentucky State
and Villa II adonna Colleges,
Swing had retired as Covington
schools superintendent two years
ago.
OWENSBORO. Ky. ?Pr
-Gregory Walcott, a television
actor and Baptist layman in
Beverly Hills. Calif., will speak
at the first annual Baptist You-
th Rally here tonight. Walcott,
who rtarred in the "87th Pre-
'inc" Wry lion show, will
spea,, at the Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary at Louis-
ville Friday.
LOUISVILLE 6111 — Charles W.
Hicks. .26, Louisville, seas hated
in critical (sandal-on nattily from
injuries suffered when his car ran
over him. Police !mid Hicks was
thrtnen from the car after it col-
lided with arrinher auto. Hicks'
ear went into reverse and backed
over him.
Countians Attend
Bowling Green Meet
Several Calloway County men at-
tended a meeting of the Head
Camp officers of the Kentucky
Jurisdiction of the Wootimin of
the World held in Bowling Green
at the Helm Hotsl last night.
The meeting was held for the
purpose of selecting the site for
the neat biennial state convention.
This Head Camp convention will
be held in Paducah at the Irvin
Cobb Hotel in March of next year.
Attending the meeting from Mur-
ray were National Director Waylon
Rayburn, Vice-president Max 'B.
Hurt, West Kentucky State Man-
ager Buford Hurt, District Man-
ager James -Parker, Sovereign
Camp delegate, Aubrey Willough-
by, and Carnie Hendcm, secretary
of Murray Camp 592.
Others from Calloway County
attending were state committee-
men Randall Patterson and James
Harmon from Hazel Camp 138.
ROMNEY RESIGNS
DETROIT allal —Governor-elect
George Romhey today resigned as
vice chairman of the board and
a director of American Motors
C,orp.
Kinship With
Rest Of World
Is Aim Today
Ed Note: This is the third of a
'series of articles prepared locally
to call attention to National Edu-
cation Week. Today's article is
written by' Joe Dyer and carries
out the theme of edutation meet-
ing the challenge of change.
By JOE DYER
Social Studies Teacher
Calloway County High School
• Teday's world is no longer one
of political boundaries, islands of
safety nor a wilderness of refuge.
Instead, we are one world welded
together by the rapidity of com-
munication, the speed ,of trans-
portation, arid the kinship of
thought
In a world that no longer con-
tains individual countries or peo-
ples, we must, in order to survive
in this new world, better under-
stand the very seriousness of the
ane in which we live. In order to..
understand this age, we can :to
longer think of our neighbqrs in
this country, hut we MUM enlarge
our scope of understanding to the
'unlimited horizons that are being
ever broadened in the science lab-
oratories of the world.
We live under the constant
threat of war—not the type war
that men settle with weapons. even
nuclear devices—but a war of even
greater danger A war in which the
ultimate achievement is winning
kt
he minds of men. This is the war
with which we as educators must
it. primarily concerned. The battle-
field of this war is the classrooms
of America. In order to win this
war, our objective must be realiz-
ing the maximum potential of the
minds of the youth of America.
I think no one will doubt that
the country that makes the best
use of its minds will come out
ahead.
We, as teachers, have the re-
sponsibility of making our students
recognize this close kinship we
have with all the people 'of the
world. With recognition will come
understanding and with under-
standing will come knowledge.
Knowledge will bring patience to
the people of our land. This pa-
tience will allow us to accept our
place in world affairs and will
prepare our people to meet the
great - efittlange of our time and
the even Seater challenge of the
future. :
LAUGHTON IMPROVES
HOLLYWOOD lUFF - Actor
Charles Laughton was -slightly
improved" today, according to at-
tendants at Cedars of Lebanon
Hospital where he has been con-
rifled since late July
The 63-year-old Academy Award
winner's condition has changed
little since 'he underwent sargery
to correct a collapsed vertebra.
Doctors discovered he also suffer-
ed from bone cancer.
AT SISTER'S BEDSIDE
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Robbins are
in Paris. Tennessee at the bedside
of his sister Mrs. J. A. Crosswy
who fell and broke her hip Tues-
day morning.
Larry Hosford
Completes Course
FORT KNOX, Ky. (AHTNC) —
Army.lat Lt, Larry D. Hosford, 26,
whose wife, Patsy, lives in Hazel,
Ky., completed the eight-week of-
ficer orientation course at The
Armor Center, For Knox, Ky.,
Nov. 6.
Lieutenant Hosford is a 1956
graduate of Hazel High School
and received his bachelor's degree
in '1059 from Murray State Col-
lege. Ile is a -member of Sigma
Chi frat ernity . His parents, Mr.
sand Mrs. Kirby S. Hosford, live
on Route 5, Murray, Ky.
Soils Men Back
From Training Center
John D. Sims, Jr. and Frank An-
derson, Soil Scientists with the
U. S. Soil Conservation Service, re-
timed to Murray Sunday from a
month of training at the Soil Con-
servation Service Training Center,
Coshocton. Ohio. The Training
Center is located on the Agri-
cultural Research Station near Cos-
hocton.
The purpose of the training is
to acquaint new employees with
the overall program of the SCS.
This includes the soils. engineer-
ing, agronomy and conservation
planning necessary for a complete
program of proper land use and
treatment.
Sims and Anderson are stationed
in Murray while the- ase
the soils of Cal: The
mapping is win ft .o be com-
pleted in 1905. The final maps and
reports will be in book form and
will be published. Copies will be
Available to interested persons or
groups
Executive Board
Calloway PTA Meets
Kennedy Makes
It Clear Bombers
To Be Removed
By STEWART HENSLEY
tiiii..1 l're.b Intern.. . G i
WASHINGTON 1UPli — The
I
White House today said there has
been -"eontinuing communication"
between Washington and Moscow
The executive board of pie Car4
loway County 'High PTA met on
Tuesday night and plans were made
for the beautification of the school
grounds A discussion was held on
the possibility of the PTA paying
for lane half of the cost of a pro-
jectorsfor the school
The membership chairman Mr,
Ela:ne Jones met with the Home
Room Mothers and plans were made
to contact all parents and teachers
Who are not members.
A goal of 500 will be attempted.
First Play Of
Year Will Be
Presented
The Murray State drama depart-
ment a ill present the first play
of the season November 15. 16.
and 17. The arena style produc-
tion will be presented in the col-
lege auditorium at 8:00 p. m.
"Suspect" written by Edward
Percy and Reginald Denham has
played successfully in London and
New York_
Gene Raye Miller. junior. Owens-
boro, Kentucky. plays the tole of
the enigmatic Mrs. Smith. who
lives in a remote part of England.
When her son Robert. played by
Sammy Parker, Murray, falls in
love with Janet Rendle. played by
Joy Butler, freshman. Tiptonville,
Tenn., Mrs. Smith is once again
entangled in an old murder case
from which she was formerly dis-
charged.
Janet's godfather. Sir Hugo
Const, played by Don Lessley, sen-
ior? Paducah. is a newspaper mag-
azine magnate. who in his youth
had covered the trial; upon meet
ing Mrs Smith once again he isa
convinced of her guilt and sets out
to prove it.
Just as Nlrs. Smith sees what
seems like defeat, she courageously
turns the tables on heropponents.
persuades her oppressors that the
marriage should take place. and
eventually', justifies herself.
others in the cast are Richard
Lain, senior. Paducah, who plays
Janet's father; Alice Joiner, fresh-
man. Hopkinsville, as Lady Const;
Mike McCasey. sophomore, Mur-
ray. as Reverend Alfred Combere-
mete, and Liz Miller, senior. Lou-
isasille as Goudie.
Tickets for the play are on sale
in the Student Union Building.
Individual tickets are $1.25. Season
tickets may be purchased for $2.00.
Seats can also be reserved in the
Student Union Building. Tickets
may also be purchased at the door.
te,
4.,
Tickets For Playoff
Game Are On Sale
Reserve seat tickets for the Semi
Final playoffs between Murray
High School and Versailles will
remain on sale at Wallis and
Scott Drug Stores until noon Fri-
day'. These seats are $1.25. Gen-
eral admission -tickets will cost
$1.013 student and $1 25 adult at
the gate Friday night.
In the lineup for the Tigers will
be Ends. Ronnie Danner and Har-
ry Weatherly, Tackles Danny Nix'
and Bud Nall: Guards Roy Wyatt
and Sine Hale; Center Johnny
Rose, Quarterback Cary Miller.
Halfbacks Tommy Wells-.'Ind Don
Faughn. and Fullback Rem Hogan-
camp.
Versailles will- start at Ends.
Ken Ward and -Jerry Horn; Tack-
les Joe Raider and Harold Duos'
more; Center, David Roberts;
Guads, George Withers and Bob
Grady; Quarterback Torchie King;
Halfbacks Gary Bartlett and Ray
Clifton and Fullback Charles Mil-
lion.
Gametime is 7:30. A large crowd
is expected for this game which is
the find semi-final playoff to be
played in Western Kentucky Class
A Football
Free Puppy To Be
Given By Adams
Shoe Store
-- -
A free basset hound with a
pedigree sa mile long" will be
given to some one in Murray by
Adams' Shoe Store.
The gift will be made to some
one who registers during the pro-
motion of "Hush Puppies", breath-
in brushed pigskin casual shoes by
Wolverine." now in progress at
Adams. 4
The puppy will come from the
Hide-Away Kennels, Memphis. Ten-
n esae e
T6 be eligible, one must register
Friday or Saturday November 16
and ,17 with the puppy being given
at 5'00 p. m. on Saturday night.
No purchase is required and
those registering need not be pre-
sent to win.
Travis Greer, representative of
Hush Puppies, will be in the store
to demonstrate exclusive features
of the shoes.
-----
Faxon Mother's Club
Meets On Tuesday
The Faxon Mother's Club met
yesterday with Mrs. Ann Hays pre-
siding. The financial report was
given by Mrs_ Doris Harmon and
roll call was given by Mrs Ralph
Lovett There were 38 members
present and Mrs. Miller's third
grade won the attendance award
for having the most mothers pre-
Guest speaker was William Paso-
vac, salesman for a drug firm, who
made a lengthy speech in defense
of allegedly excess profits the
drug firm makes.
The club voted to make a dona-
tion to the :Regional Library for
the Bookmobile service.
Mr. Jones, the principal, express-
ed his gratitude for the new sci-
ence table purchased by the Mo-
ther's Club and constructed by Mr
and Mrs. Curtis Hays.
The next meeting will be in De-
cember.
Round Ball Is On
Tap In The Area
Five area high school basketball
games are on tap for Friday in the
Fourth District,
Murray College High will be
host to Cuba, Calloway High wel-
comes Hickman County. South
Marshall hosts -Fancy Farm. Bent-
on entertains visiting Farmington,
and North Marshall travels to
Wing°.
•
on the Cuban situation includass
the question of U.S. demands th.c.
the 1L28 Jet banshees be with-
iartawn from the island.
Press secretary Pierre Salingar
made this comment when askeo
about reports (of a new exchange z
of letters between .President Ken-,
nedy and Soviet Premier Nikita
Khrushchev.
"There is continuing oceri4nuni-
cation between Waatrington and
'MOSCOW ," he said. "I 'don't waist
to identify any particular letter."
Salinger made h i s comments
amid reports that Kennedy was
amnia-sashes optimistic that his at eru
warnings to Moscow would 1,-, i
to early removal of the Sovi..,..
bombers from Cuba. -
He was understood to have -sent
word to Khrushchev within the
plat 48 hours that the plane iss'ie
could not be permitted to drag on
indefinitely.
Kennedy also is said to have
told the Soviet leader that unn.
Riassia agreed to remoa-e the
proximately 30 bombers curable • i
carrying nucleer we...purrs, tht
could be no rnskieratian of e.. -
Mg the Americ-in qualantine
giving any pled -,e against a
invasion of Cuba.
Sa/inger said that -certtii:
the issue of the 11,28e; had •
the subjeot _oie some of the rt.
communications between the 7
Led Stages and RUSNIS.
There have been reports !:
Khrttstachew tION suggested a - -
ries of act.. in which should
taken before actual removal o'
the IL28 bombers from Cu::,
They reportedly crall for the I:LI -
ed States to first meet Cuban ar
Russian demands far a lifting
the blockade.
Satinger declined to be spocif,,
hoyvever, on the contact betu• ,
Washington and Moscow.
He also declined to comment in
a Raclin Mole, no report that
United Nations between the Un,--
ed States and the Soviet Uniss.
(Continued on Page 4)
Paul Gargus
Overturns On
Lake Highway
An automobile accident occurr,,i
last night about 11 o'clock in t
Ledbetter bottom on Highway a
east.
Thesone car crash involved
1963 Ford Fairlane driven by P
Gargus of the Benton Road. Garai,
automobile, which. Was approach
ing Murray. left the road on thc
left side, re-crossed the highway
and oventurned in a shallow ditch.
A motorist who said he was fol
lowing the Gargus car reported
the accident to the Sheriff's office.
However a group of Murray men
returning from a trip was appar-
ently the first to stop and lend
assistance.
Gargus was pulled from tints-
wreckage by the men and brought
to the Murray Hospital for treat-
ment He was not believed to have
been seriously injured in the ac-
cident.
The men reported they fount'
the automobile upside down wills
the lights still on but the engin*
was not running. The doors wer.
shut tightly and no glaesses wen
broken. Gargus may have bee;
partially overcome by very stron,
gas fumes in the car and had an
parently made no effort to fre.
himself.
The victim, alone at the tint*
except for a pet dog, was stretehes-
full length on the roof of the autt
with the frightened -animal at hi
side.!
He immediately recognized hi
friends and was able to help trot
himself through a rektir door.
Gargus stated that 'a car turner
from a side road in front of hut
causing him to lose control of h
automobile.
The accident was investigated s
Deputy Sheriff Taylor Gooch.
1
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Quotes From The News
By United Press International
A I:Si IN. Tex..— 1 he State Departrilent of Health, con-
tending that it is a - gallant but foolish _gesture fur a man to
offer it u (quail his, coat ott a chilly day :
"The fat of a normal woman iS "thicker than that of
normal than."
DEIRMT. Mich.' — Poet Robert Frost, be1ore-a-6cl
audience at the Cniversity of Detroit :
"Icount as. trophies o iii life. especially if
sleiit in them and ”alkell in them—alone. These big cities
give -me cenifidence. 'I he-s hold the iamtinent down."
Tht. Pentagon. warning personnel o:-
ku.sian espiunage:
"It must constantly be remembered that Soviet bloc in-
terfigence,:and *;eciirity •ervicis carry their 'espionagr; -
tit s to fantastic lengths.:
Hilt:S*10X Dr. Eugene M. ShueMaker, an astrogeu
logist. Keel-Wong that a Milc-%%kii• nie-teed will itit the earth
"SuCh a meteorite impact in North America is lung over
due-."
Ten Years Ago Today
Ladiror and rams Fil•
,4i)r- 110  1104k4tB.. UrEgx.: diacuased Lazidian_kreg-nlaroics
:in4 the program of the Kentucky kleart Nssociatiten before
the Sixth District Nlenlical Assuciatjou in Franklin, Kentucky.
Monday night.
Earl Phelp. will begie si ork piedur of the*
North Pleasant ctrove Cumberland Presbyterian Church on
Sunda',
11.. 1: Porres has purchased the Paul Pucket t;rie-ery. in
il.zel and has opened it a• a ('-lute--Em Store.
Several hundred •peopie creokded P. the arena of the
lilurra lave-duck 4. :•••:t lilt annual 4-11 and
F1' cattle sale.
- 
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JACKSON TO FlORAVANTI Nope, it's the other way around as Jackson
(1) pass for a first down before the Hilltoppers brought him down. Western's
.11m Taylor (73) move in for the tackle.
Florida Nosed
Out Of Top
Grid Spot
NEW YORK — Wirth orrly
two weeks remaMing before the
crowning of the national cham-
pion. Southern Miss•iss-ippi Wed-
nesday replaced Florida ASeN1 as
the No. I small college to .tball
tearn in the United .1:frets, Inter-
national board if coaches ratings
The Southerners. who missed
gaining the top spot by a single
point a wet.* ago. drew the first-
place votes of ,15 coachas this •
week. with Florida A&M, which
led the ratings every week of the '
season was picked for the tup
spot by 14 coaches. A total i.af 35
coaches. five from _each of the
nation's seven - geographical re-
gains. comprise the UPI rating
board. 4
wilioh are distritalted
on a basis of 10-9-4-7-6-3-4-3-2-1
for votes fnen first through 10a,
places. Southern Misszs-upte had
a total of 293 to Ponds .-NAIVV,
2&l. 
'TOPPERS TOP TONY -Five Weitern players converge on Racer
quarterback Tony Fiorayanti and stop him at the line of scrimrilage
heigSototqfhenrnirwMemne,isaissippwhi abase mwrIcia'•on for no gain. Western players are .Barry Poole (70), Jim Burt (30),
AS.-M is unbeaien through seven 
and 16.15three urndentified Hilltoppers. Western went on to stop Murray,, .
Central Oklahoma. unbea?.4 in
e31111ht garnes. tieki onto tturd,Ince
whi1e Lenoir - Rhyne remained ]
fauseh Niiethern which
completed its with a 7-11
record and accepted a bid to the
Mineral . held ,prsto,
Fresno State (6-21 remained mirth!
and Southeastern Louisiana (6-1)
,
 •
remained seventh.
Delaware 46-21 ads•anrel froin
ninth te eighth anii Wittennerg
18-0) and Texas A&I (8-0-1)
moved int., the top 1() for the-Tr-rat,
time this season.
113 Chevrolet Trucks
Ilifriff MMUS REIN 10111111 11111 NEVER MOWER THAN NOW!
You can be sure that new engines, frames, suspensions that licked Mexico's Baja`
Run will work for you long, faithfully and at .traditionally
- A ('hrvnilet tntek has always been a sound investment because, of it's
construction. This is what makes it give you an honest day's
work every day at very lots ens) awl—yawn you are finished %%ith it—
retiann more ret:ule money. to your happy pocket.
.A4 This year stronger frarnes,ctorines that can pull more. and practically
tailor-made suspension systems make Chevrolet truck.s a better buy
than ever. If you're in the market now, we'd welcome: the chance to tell
you about. and-let-you drive, the new trucks. Just give us a Cull.
ws-: • --
See the "New Rellables" now at your Chevrolet dealer's
•
low Chevrolet cost.
cwEvRotrir
QUAUTY TRUCKS
ALWAYS COST LESS
HOLCOMB CHEVROLET
- Murray, Kentucky
I.
a
 ,•••••••••,
C •
- MURRAY, KY.
Fioravanti
In O. V. C.
LDUIBVILLE, Ky. — Tony Fior-
avanti, Jimmy Chittum, Jimmy Bak-
er, Gary Foltz and Mike Brown
are on the verge of clinching in-
dividual statistical titles for the
1662 Ohio Valley Conference foot-
ball season.
All have completed play atop
one or more statistical divisions
but the Middle Tennessee-Tennes-
see Tech game on Thanksgiving
Day could alter the standings.
However, it would take a hercul-
ean effort in the final game to
dislodge one of the leaders.
Statistical leaders are decided
on the basis of 0. V. C. games
only. Passing and total offense.
East Tennessee quarterback Jim-
my Baker. who edged Fioravanti
in passing and total offense last
(25) took Fioravanti's
ear, has a firm grip on scoring
Lee Murray (82) and leadership with 48 points.
Eastern Kentucky's Jimmy Chit
turn, who won all-0. V. C. honors
at a halfback post last fall, has
ewed un the rushing crown with
444 yards in 74 trips.
Murray end Gary Foltz owns a
17-16 edge over Western 'Kentucky's
both have completed play within
:he league
Morehead end Mike Brown
wound op with a punting average
of 30.3. but Middle Tennessee
qaarterback Bob Kerr is next- at
37.2, and Kerr has one game in
which to improve his final average.
Statistical leaders last weekend
',very Chittum. who rushed for 111
%ants. and Middle Ternesee quart-
erback Teidy Morris, who passed
for 208. A late-season fresman sen-
•ation. Morris lumped from 12th
sixth in MTh! offense
Team leaders are Middle Ten-
lessee in offense with 2694 yards
:ier start. and Eastern Kentucky
on defense with a 204.6 mark.
Morehead. East Tennessee and
Eastern :Kentucky are assured of
a share of the 1962 team champ-
onship since all posted 42 won-
marks. Middle Tennessee can
,nake it g four-way tie atop, the
'yen-team loop by beating Ten-
nessee Tech bAurday's games sea
Morehead topple. Eastern Kentucky
20-12 while ast Tennessee Jump-
ed Middle Tonnessee by the same
score Western Kentucky nipped
Murray 16-15 in the other loop
test Tennessee Tech flipped high-
1 1)- regarded Arkansas State 20-12
•
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Leads
Passing
in an non-league tilt.
Tech's win was the 13th this
season by an 0. V. C. club at the
expense of an outsider. The seven
0. V. C. teams have dropped sev-
en non-loop tests. Austin Peay
won't be elielble to compete for
the title until next year.
The field, goal trend continues
in the 0. V. C.; -Western Kentucky's
Ed Crum booted his third of the
season last week to boost the
loop's 1962 total to 12. Only six
were kickeu last year. Crum has
the -Iongie” of the season, a 40-
yarder, but East Tennessee's Bak-
er leads all with four three-point-
ers.
O. V. C teams have combined to
score 121 touchdowns this season
with 44 conning on pass plays (in-
terceptions excluded). In 1961, 52
of 148 t. d.'s came by air. In 1960,
only 34 of 133 six-pointers were
of the areial kind. Middle Tennes-
see and Western Kentucky have 1
tallied eight touchdowns each thro-
ugh the air but East Tennessee
leads with nine.
nament on a neutral course,
sibly at Fort Knox.
• 3. Extension of grant-in-aids
spring sports.
4. Inclusion of a rifle team in
the team sports approved by the
loop, and organization of a tourna-
ment to determine the conference
champion.
p03-
to
5. Renewed discussion of a mote
to employ a commissioner.
Announcing the agenda was
retary-treasurer Hooper
Tennessee Tech athletic dir
East Tennessee Football Coach
Wood is scheduled to mai
current president of the I
Robert G. Cochran, We
Kentucky's public relations dir t
or. is to preside over the me t
mg of publicity directors. He waa
named chairman at a recent or-
ganizational meeting.
The regular fall meeting of the
Ohio Valley Conference will be
held at 9 a. m (E. S. TI. Sunday,
Nov. 18, at the Kentucky Hotel-l-
in Louisville, Ky.
0. V C. publicists' will meet at
the same hour.
Proposals to be discussed at the
conference's business meeting In-
clude:
1 The adoption of a letter of
intent within the league and con-
sideration of pacsible affiliation
with other conferences regarding
regional or sectional letters ,of in-
tent_
2. HolHng the annual golf tour.
—
Bucy s
Building
HELP
FIGHT
TB
Buy &Use.
Christmas
Seals
STORM W1NEiOWS
—Completely Self-Storing
—Nylon hardware. Self-lubricat-
ing for constant ease of opera-
tion
—Completely weal her-sealed in-
sert tracks
YOU CAN'T BUY FINER
QUALITY ANYWHERE
623 S. 4th Stroet,.. - • . Pima* 763-5712
CHRISTMAS CLUB CHECKS ARE IN THE MAIL
TO MEMBERS OF OUR 1962 CLUB"-
Make Next Christmas Merrier
For Your Whole Family
It's the easy way to "PREPAY" Christmas expenses
• You avoid borrowing. or riding up holiday bills
• . You get your check in time to shop early
- * There's a club payment plan for every budget
It's smart, simple, popular and rewarding
—Our-1963 Christmas ClaY-Aow Etpen
Join Today!!
MAMIE YOU AS A MEMBER
RANK OF MURRAY
"The Friendly Bank"
Member F.D.I.C.
6
me
4
•
1: 15. 1962 4.
ig
'al course,
•
_
•
-
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RAGE THP r r
LOOK: GREEN ACRES TRAILER
Sales, Union City, Tennessee, new
and used mobile homes, all siz.es,
see us before you trade. nov16c
ATTENTION: ROUTE BOY need-
p03- ed. Apply In person at Lodger •
Times.
;rant-in-aids to
rifle team in
tproved by the
on of a tourna-
the conference
mon of a mcnte
ussioner.
tgenda was s
looper
Motu dir
rball Coach
to presi as
of the le
Iran, We
•elations dir t
over the me t-
rectors. He was
tt a recent or-
ig.
LP
HT
3
Use.
:Inas
Is
IDOWS
.tring
;elf-lubricat-
se of opera-
r-sealed tn-
' FINER
WHERE
712
er
FOR SALE
APPRO)CIMATELY 150 ACRES
timber, yellow poplar, 1.vbite oak,
red oak, walnut, etc. Sealed bids
will be open November 24th. Con-
tact Mrs. William Hill, Paris, Ten-
nessee. Phone 714-W at night.
n17c
CONCRETE BLOCK HOUSE and
GET PROFFq•SIONAL CARPET four acres of land fa mile North
cleaning results-rent Blue Lustre of Hazel on 041. Call 492-2422 or
Electric Carpet Shampooer $1 per 402-3712. n15c
clay. Crass Furniture. ia15c 
REGISTERED ANGUS, 2 COWS
3 yrs. old, bull 9 mo. old. See Don
Nanny or call 753-5206. nl5p
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
Special this week only. When you
bring your clothes for us to .radh
v. will dry them tree. Offer good
through Saturday noon. Fifth St.
Washingette, located on South 5th
St. beshind the ice plant. 451)
FOR FREE ESTIMATE AND
guaranteed body work by exper-
ienced body men, go to Rudy's
7 Body Shop, North 4th St., phone
I 753-1277. I also nave storage space
for a few more boats. n155)
tiaiiM STILL WORKING AT Col-
Frge Beauty Shop arid invite you
to call 753-4621 for appointments.
Katherine Lewis. n16c
HELP WANTED I
SOMDONE TO STAY 1NeHOME
and by sit. Call 753-9193 be-
tween 7:00 and 1,1:00 a.m. Ask for
R. 15e
WAN'PEID - E)CPERilENCED H
X prockacer. Age no bawler. Must
have neat appearance and own
good automobile, have desire to
earn Is excess of $10,000 per year
For interview appointment: Write
Box 56197 Cherokee Station - Lots-
ierville, Ky. nITit
- -
THE FACTORY RET'UiRNED Shoe
Store has now added a line of new
shoes-11ot, casuals, work shoes,
dress shivers, and insulated bouts.
200 East Main. n24nc
45 HEAD RM. HEREFORDS. All
or 'part. Alan 118 acre farm with
two modern homes. Phone Mur-
ray, Kentucky, PL 3-4581. n2(lp
TWO BEDROOM BLOCK Hon-se.
Hardwood floors, Sheetrock, large
utility. On Broad Street. $5500.
Wayne Wilson Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, 753-3263 or home
753-5066. nlec
8 MONTHS OLD JERSEY Heifer.
Telephone 753-5014 after 3:00 p.m.
nlegi
SHEPMENT FROM NEW Ensdand
of unusual hard to find antiques.
Terrace Shop, 414 North Seventh,
Mayf laid, Ky. nittp
TWO GIRL'S mcycLas, 26-11N.
Call 753-3606.
1953 0-VEVROLE1'. 4 DOOR. For
inhumation call P/... 3-0272 or PL
3-3895. 1117e
410E
YOUR MURRA Y -C.AL LOW AY COUNTY
BUSINESS
DIRECTORY
ADDING MACHINES
sod TY P EWR TERS
Sales & Service
keener ai Times PL 3-1111
DRUG STORE
shwa Drugs  PL 3-2547
'V
INSURANCE
tress., Malugin & Bolton
G. kisurance  PL 3-3415
 IMIOM=EIN
OFFICE SUPPLIES
Ledstir & Tunes PL 3-191S
PRINTING
Ledger & Times . 3-19111
FOR RENT
?MIMS FOR BOYS. ONE private
mom and one double room, one
shok- block west of college. Rooms
may be seen by appointment. Call
753-3990. thac
3 ROOM APARTMENT IN ex-
cellent condition. Newly decorat-
ed. 
243°AAUCTION SALEeityl
Paducah Road. Red Willoughby,
753-1859 after 500 p.m. ril6c
AUCTION SALE SATURDAY,
November 17 th , 11:30 a.m, at the
'E. L. Kuykendall 'Form mile
south of Taylor Store. Will sell
household items, kitchen utensils,
garden tools, 1955 GMC pickup
truck, 1951 size 30 Fergusort
tractor and equipment, corn plant-
er, rubber tired wagon, 30() bales
of hay, horse drawn equipment,
60 acre farm will be offered for
sale promptly at 2:00 p.m. I re-
serve the right to reject any and
all bids on the farm. Many other
Items too numerous to mention.
This will be a large sale, be sure
to be present J im my Cooper.
Auctioneer. n 16c
I SERVICES OF FEREDJ
.7. T. ALBRITTON, AUCTION-
eer. All types of auction service,
825 Madison, Paducah, Kentucky,
dial 442-4052, Murray PL 3-2999.
deck
I Business Opportuotreas
STEADY LEADS - ARE YOU
tired of spend 80% of your
tame pr ertmg?f If you are. eee
me. I will iturrt4 5 to 7 definite
appointments day. This is no
get rich quick deal but earnings
of $150 to $250 are corrimora per
week. For interview - write 501
Bast Main Street - Madisonville
Kentucky. p17c
HOG MARKET
t Federal State Market News
Servipe, Thursday, Nov. 15, 1962.
Kentucky Purchase - Area Hog
Market Report includingP buying
stations. Receipts Wednesday to-
taled 678 head. Today barrows
and gilts are steady. A few No. 1
180 1) 220 lbs. $16.50 to $16.75.
No. 1, 2, and 3 leo to 240 lbs.
$16.25 to $16.25, mostly $16.25; 246
to 270 lbs $1500 to $16.10; 150 tido
TYPEWRITER RENTAL 175 Ika. $13.75 to $16.10. No. 2 and
AND i ERY ICE 3 sows 300 to 600 lbs. 
$12.50 to
Ledger & Timm 2-1111 914.75. Boars all weigtsts $6.50 to
$11.50.
CLIP,
IT'S
FREE!
FREE!
3-LB. CAN OF
DEXO
SHORTENING
FREE WITH COUPON BELOW AND
17.50 OR MORE IN PURCHASES
(Excluding Cigare ttes and Tobacco)
FREE A&P COUPONI
FREE! ONE 3-LB CAN OF
(7* Off Label)
DEXO SHORTENING
WITH THIS COUPON AND $7.50 OR 1
IN PURCHASES
(Excluding ('igarcttet and Tobacco)
Coupon Good Thurs., Fri., Sat., Nov. 15, 16, 17
 I (10e OFF
LABEL)
40RE
. A&P FOOD STORE - MURRAY, KY.
ADULTS ONLY - ONE PER CUSTOMER-
4SALialia=1Z4244/ZialWaLaIWAVUAIM14LMatt
SOUTH 12th ST. Hours: Monday-Friday, 8 to 6 - Saturday, 8 to 8
THE GREAT AT1ANTIC 4 PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, 11.4C4
ta?rood, StoresA0110ICA'S 0191110111all /000 MUM SINCI 1S9 MURRAY,KY.
•
"c:3: 
„„Stripe Tooth Paste
Armours Tamales 
 ......
Oc
Cranberry Sauce 19c Pepsodent Tooth Brush
Excedrin  Tablets6 590
Puffin Biscuits 6 ciar;: 490
Veg-All Vegetables Mixed 2 Can. 35(
Royaruedgd.:nacr's .  3 Pkg.- 310
i For Delicious 40-0z. 4Bisquck Pastries  Pkg. 7C
Florient Deodorant  6-0z.Can 75c
Soaky ludi rde:L." ) 10-01. Bo690th. 
Fluoride Tooth Paste p.p.. 
Vel
. LIQUID
120z. 45E0 22-0z. z 30
Can au Can
Lucky Whip
TOPPING
49 Can
Economy 
61Iy Or le-
  Tube 1119
  Tub. 6°'cf 
03 0
Tube J
Each 69°
whitehous•
p mum
3 tall cans 40e
6-can ctn. 79c
Scotkins
NAPKINS
2 07 .°` 35°
Scotties
FACIAL TISSUES
2 "" 49°of 400
Ban
DEODORANT
ito Ott )1.5-Or. 69.
Pack Roll On
T•2I
PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT., NOV. 17
1141 GREAT ATLANTIC • PACWK TEA COMPANY.
rood Stores*
SMIRKS'S DIPINOAKI FOOD MISCOUNT SIM Int
Scott Cut-Rite Waldorf Soft-Weve Scott
Towels Wax Paper Tissue ' Tissue .* Tissue
White
Or
Coiors Rolle2 43°
125-Ft 4290
Roll A
White
Colors
4 Roils 35° 2 Ro„. 27° 4 Rolls 53 1
JERGENS LOTION '
Size121/-0z.
U.S.D. INSPECTED GRADE A (11 to 16-Lb.)
TURKEYS lb' 37
6 to 9
Lbs. lb• 
43c(
Ajax eanser 2z:33 Hams
Breeze Detergent .. 33C Hams
Blue Silverdust L:ror 34C Ducklings
Rinso Blue E 320
Condensed All 2:: 39€
super Right Whole, Half 1ttI4 ShankSMOKED or Butt
Portion 
12 to 16-Lb. Portion, lb... 
Fully Cooked
SEM I.BONELESS
Lbs. lb.
19 to 
24) 33.
39c
69c(Super)Right
4 to 6-Lbe.
Super (
4-
Right
Lbs. up, lb.....
BAKING HENS 43.)
READY-TO-SERVE
Conned Hams
2-LB. CAN   1.99 4-LB. CAN 
Lb.
Lb.
Lb 45t
 $4"1
Lux Liquid 89C Cranberries Fresh  Pkgs.1 Lb. 19 CRISP 24 SIZEPascalWisk Liquid P.: 41r: 710 iGnges Doz. 39c Celery
Fab Detergent  c.'r°°.: 32C Sweet Yams '408,  3 Lb. 29( Stalk 25g
Jiffy
Biscuit
Mix
40-0x.
Pkg. 39'
Jiffy
Pie Crust
Mix
9p43k9:29c2 
PALMOLIVE
'SOAP
Both )
Size
SPECIAL PRICE!
2 BARS 27
Armours Chili:ihs 15C::
Apple Sauce A&p
Pumpkin A'S' PCan
Fruit Cocktail 3Sale!
Bartlett Pears SpecialSale!  3
iona
250,
Jar.
29 oa
Cans
30-Cm
Cans
250,
Cans
Angel Food Ring Parker.... 1(k Ea
•
Jane Save
F
• Jane
ruit Cake ̀a.,,r::ster1/L,„, (144-Lb $1 49) 3Cake Cak•Lb.
(VACUUM PACK) COFFEE
Chase & Sanborn 
99c
29c
95c
89e
390
$295
CAN
1-LB. 70,
BLUE BONNET WHIPPED
MARGARINE
,A CARTON
1 LB
32°
Maxwell House COFFEE
2
LB.
CAN
$137'
47c Pepsodent Tooth Paste ( 747)
earl Spray 16-ox. can
WITH TMS
COUPON
.MMIN• 11•••••
CLIP AND
SAVE
41
JERGENS LOTION
124-01. 75 With ,,WIth This
Bottle I C Dispenser Coupon
Good Thru Sat., Nov. 1Z
ASP FOOD STORES
No Purchase Required
2.998
Lb.
Can
(47a:5594
loc) 2
FREE KETCHUP
1-14-0z. Bottle Of
Ann Page Ketchup
FREE WITH THIS COUPON
Coupon Redeemable At
ASP FOOD STORES
Thru Saturday, Nov. 17
=1•11•=. ••••111 , ••••••• ,•••••••• •••••=1111,
CLIP, IT'S FREE!
,40
oike,FP
FREE 1-14-07 BOTTLE OF
ANN PAGE KETCHUP
• WITH ri-os COUPON
Good Thru Sat.. Nov. 17.
No Purchase Required
Coe41 Sit. Mal SAVE AT AV
•
_
, • •
• _ _
•
•
•
••••-•••-
iS
This also was the response early
today from government soinreelli
when asked about a report that
Kennedy had received • meiesage
from Khrusticticv definitely prom-
ising to pull out the 11.111%.
Officiate said the Russians now
admit that the bombers ere stilt
under their control and ItItiVe not,
as Cuban authorities claurn, al-
ready been transderred to Fidel
Castro'! regime.
• These officials indicated that
there had been reansurances on
thls paint in KIhrtishehev's reivlies
to the While House, along with
prom_les _that the bombers would
not be pat TAP
According to government SOW* negotiations were being heed.
eve. Kennesiy did not give Khru-1 Off.cial.s said U.S. air recon-
shchev any specific deadline for nuiesance showed that a; number
pui:ing ote the bomben but made of the bombers were still m their
it cieiar the Unted States would crate; and none had yet been
not Permit the-Rrernlin to stall fully assembled to the point where
too leng before teener measures it quickly could become opera-
were taken. tionaL
Implicit in the US. warning.
eltheugh not actually put an the
jorrn of a' threat wee the Memnon Ai array Hospital
to tegreen the blockade unless.
issue is resolved. Officials saei Census - Nursery ............ 7
02 e stop would be cutting off
petro;eurn supplies to the Cov/to
regime.
rerect exrnmurdeaUens between
Washington and Moscow were un-
der taken to reinforce the position
being taken by U.N.
Adlai Stevens in in ha; teaks in
New York with Soy Depot)
Foreign Minister Vassh^"uznet-
stiv. officials mid.
Dailornatic source.; mid Kenne-
dy told West German Chancellor
R•nrad Adenauer during the ir
talks here Wednesday on the Cu-
Mutt -Beds 66
Patients Admitted 2
Emergency Beds
Patients Dismissed ______ 0
NC Citizens
Patients admitted frost. Ilikanday
8:30 a. to Wednesday II:30 a. nt.
Mrs Claude Collins, Rt. 1. Dex-
ter. Mrs. Bill Graves Geunn. Rt.
2: Mrs. J. R. Mahan. Rt. 2: Miss
Miss Donna Rae Eduaris. Rt. 3.
Benton; W 1) Winchester. Rt 5;
Mrs James Austin Sykes. No. 16th.;
Mrs R E. Kendall, 1202 West Main;
Mrs. Barber Lamb. 302 South 9th.;
ban situation that he was hopeful Mr: Howard Paschall. Rt 1. Farm-
Khru_ehchey soon would , 
Be
agree Ne.on- Mrs Dona Sturgell
take the bombers out of Cuba ht.' • n-on. Mrs Paul Copelan 
Rt 5,
Y- 3. Mietie
l-11315 West Main. Mrs. Edgar Lamb,
tiad flrm assurance as etd: Mrs. Hugh McEirath.
• 
ers. Rt 3. Mrs. Walter Hutchens,
V 
211 Irvan: Mrs Robert 
. 
Way %Ey;' 
411.4 
I 1704 Miller. L. D. Cook. 2t17 So.
16th.; Mark Lynn Westfalt, Rt. 3.
Benton. Mrs. Ruel Clark. Hazel;
Mrs. Ted Drrnell, Rt. 1. Alrno;
Mrs. Rhadean Wyatt. Rt 4. Bent-
or.: Miss Jan Lynnette Jennings.
215 Woodlawn; Mrs. George Lucas
and baby.girt. 406 Ward Pa-
ducah. Ky.; Mrs. Alice Vaaghr
802 Coldwater Rd.: Master Jack.-
Conner. Rt. 5. Benton, Mrs. Dennis
Tavlor 1406 Hughes. -
Patents dismissed from allanday
L30 to Wednesday ION a. S.
4 Mrs. Bernard Steen ad bito.e
iRt 1. Akre). Mrs William Marr and
baby DO) . Hazel. Mrs John Me-
lugin, No.. 7th; Mrs. Elmus Nor-
man. Rt. 1. Farmington; )Ire Keys
Moody, 315 No. 5th.. Mrs- Robert
Buckingham. 1101 West Main. Joe
Jones. Hazel. Miss Charlene Horn-
, buckle. 211 Pine: Master Karl
Scarbrough. Rt. I, Hazel. Miss-Cyn-
thia Carrcmay, Ahno: Leine Ward.
No. 12th: James Pee 1501 Story:
Mrs Charles Combs and baby boy.
Rt. 2. Benton. Mrs. Albert Little,
and baby girl Little. Rt. 2. Benton;
Master James Bynum. Rt. 3. Mrs.
John Resig and 'haby boy. 302
Whitneil. Wade Cause;. 102 Pop.
ler Max Crouch. 1E129 Hamilton.
Owen Cook. Box 395 Lynn Grove.
Mrs. James Crass. RI 1. Benton.
-41ramaparma...
Car
AliE POUR
Kennedy . . .
(Continued Fran Paget 1)
are ranging to sulaivets beyond
Cuba.
Administrationssfficials e•id
there were indications that K:hru-
sbehev WAS convinced of the Pres-
ident's firmness; on the bornber
removal but that ms catty today,
defmne assuiances hod been
recteved from the Soviet premier
on the issue.
No Deadline Given
ITS FOR THE BIRDS-It Wash-
.n;ton nes...man protects has
ears as a recording of a
staring In distress blares
from a speaker t center of
bottom limb of tree at left)
outside the White HOU1011.
The method ts be•ng used to
keep starlings aeay from
the white walls and columns
of the Executive Mansion.
It was necessary to get a re- Coheres end Traiktisto
cordei complaint of a des- MOSCOW VI • Four-h undred
tress ig Dtstrict of Columt.a young Cubans left for home Sea-
starin because out - of - day atter nettergoing a yea es
towners have a different Sc- industnal trairrrrg in the Soviet
cent. says White House press ' Union. the Tass news ageary re-
secretary Pierre Sahnger. ported.
•
--- -"7------- -7.----- -- -.5 •[ mune
t:0•7,4;
•
U. S. ON POW. OPli caA-Enforring the American 
quer-
' sr' e- of fThi*o a helicopter 
obaervea a Soviet sub-
': .• • • I "e0raline I• ehai. eatre
e art.! t' Q. de-
e--,t welt keteraoe Si.t5I ft Sae
s .a.e.
it
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We Will Close
ALL DAY
THANKSGIVING
These Prices Good
Thru Wednesday,
Nov. 21st.
We Reserve The
Right to Limit
Quantities
HAZEL, HIGHWAY
neT(ti..i -8/aelez LessA
MURRAY, KY.
MARTHA WHITE
MEAL - - - - - 29`
GODCHAUX
SUGAR with:c"th'haar 10Z 7W
Blue Bonnet
OLEO 
Sacramento - 21 can
PEACHES 
Ocean Spray - 300 can
CRANBERRY SAUCE 
Miss Georgia • 2', can
SPICED PEACHES
Bordens - 8-oz. can
GEM FLAKE ROLLS
Philadelphia - 3-oz. pkg.
CREAM CHEESE _
lb. 25"
25(
190
19(
  15'
10(
VANITY
Ice Milk 3 $1
TURKEY
S U.S.D.A. Inspected
Grade "A" 16 to 22 lb. avg.
Young Toms with $5.00 add, purchase
and coupon
LB. 29c*
USDA GRADE A HEN
Turkeya Lb Avgre 12 to 14 43 Clb
Long Island - Grade "A"
DUCKLING  lb. 59*
Rio Grande Grade "A"
CHEESE  lb. 65*
•
HAMS
Reelfoot
Tender Smoked
Whole or Shank Half
LB. 49c
BOSTON BUTT
Pork Roast
BACON.
39 Clb
Houser Valley
Sliced Rindless
Fresh Sliced
PORK STEAK
Fresh
PORK CUTLETS
_ lb. 490
_ lb. 59*
49c
FRESH - 12-oz. Jars
Oysters 89
Old Fashioned Large
BOLOGNA  
Hoop
CHEESE  lb. 49*
lb. 290
YELLOW
SOLIDS
OLEO
LB. 14c
MEAT PIES
MORTON
Chicken - Beef
Turkey
8-0z.
5 for S
HENS
GOV'T INSPECTED
Large 1 to 1 Lbs.
CRYOVAC
T.V. BRAND LB. 39c
FLOUR Pillsbury, 25.1.B. BAG $1.59
Falters
COFFEE _ 2-1b. can S1.09
McCormick's - 7/8-oz. can
POULTRY SEASONING 16'
48-0z, Jar
WESSON OIL
Griffin's - 8-oz. pkg.
COCOANUT 
79c
29c
EGGS
Liberty
Grade "A" Med. DOZEN 49c
PRIDE OF ILL
Corn 2 Cans 2917-0s. '
Lucky Leaf - I2-oz. cans
APPLE SAUCE
Rainbow Sweet Gherkins - I2-oz. jar
PICKLES
2 cans 33"
33(
CAKE MIX
Pillsbury, ,19-oz.
White - Yellow 
Pkg.
Devil's Food - Apple 25c
ti)
Streak of Lean
SALT MEAT  lb. 19*
Nice Thick
FAT BACK    lb. 19*
Morton's Mince or - 20-os. size
PUMPKIN PIE  39*t
Sacramento - 29-oz. can
FRUIT COCKTAIL  33"
Hershey - giant pkg.
DANTIES  41*
Swansdown - 32-oz. pkg.
CAKE FLOUR   39#‘
Bush's Cut A/1 Gress - 18-oa. can
ASPARAGUS    25*
Del Monte Crushed - No. 1 can
PINEAPPLE _ _ 15r
ARGO EARLY JUNE
17-oz. canPeas 2. 429' 
tr PASTRY BAKED IN OUR
* OWN OVEN
FRUIT CAKE FrC ib lotZtle 31 $369
MINCE PIE _ - - each 89`
4 LAYER, FRESH
COCOANUT CAKE - $129
GLAZED
DONUTS  " Doz. 4W
ASSORTED
SWEET ROLLS - 6 25
jamitamiliALIBERTY COUPOIstjamaggg4
U.S. Gov't Inspected Grade "A"
TURKEYS
foismearre,
It to n
average 29'
with this coupon and $5 purchase
. 
121117ralIMITMI
Miracle Whip - Quart Jar
SALAD DRESSING  49*
Reynolds - 18-in.
ALUMINUM WRAP
75-H. roll
_ 67"
Rags - I6-oz. can
DOG FOOD 3 cans 19"
Chermin - 60 count pkg
NAPKINS _ 10"
Gerber or Heinz
BABY FOOD _ 3 jars 29_
Dromedary Pitted - 8-oz. pkg.
DATES   29*
Ground Beef
PATTIES
Strictly Fresh
GROUND BEEF
lb. 49"
lb. 43"
FRYERS
Sweet Sue
Grade "A"
Whole LB. 25c
Florida
ORANGES 5-1b. bag 39*
No, 1
SWEET POTATOES 3 lbs. 25*
Yellow
ONIONS 3-1b. bag 25*
Fresh
COCOANU
• 
2 for 25*
Pascal Med. %Mt
CELERY 10*
Fresh lb. hag
CRANBERRIES ___ 190
Pound Package
MIXED NUTS  _ 59*
No 1 Extra Fancy - 4-lb. bag
RED DELICIOUS APPLES-.  59*
e •
e
-.16.1401•••• 
•
4PN-**"1"""lir4" °""4".4
R 15, 1962
Less
4'
JRRAY, KY.
29c
_ _ lb. 59*
_ _ lb. 65*
49c
lb. 49*
lb. 59*
119c
lb. 29*
lb. 49*
•
19c,
lb. 19*
lb. 19*
394
33*
41*
39*k
25*
15*
29'4
3 jars 2,9
,
do• ••••
_ lb. 43*
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Mrs J. B Burkeem • Plaza 3-4947
West Hazel H'makers
Meets In Home Of ,
Mrs. Johnny Orr
The West Hazel Hcenernakers I
Club-snot with Mrs, Johnny Orr'
November 13 at one &dock in the
ftersvo
i The meeting tem called to order
by the president, Mrs. Richard
Nesbitt with one-hundred per cent
memberehip present and four vit-1
kers, Mrs. Barletta Wrather, Mrs.
Max Welwell, Mrs. Ralph Ed- I
wards and -Mrs. .Fames Sims.
The Reading Report was given
by Mrs. Kielce Jones. The club
voted to give tkkets to the pres-
ident and her husband for the
Farm - City Banquet to be held
November 15.
The December meeting was dis-
cuased and planned to meet with
Mrs. Kaska Jones for an all day
meeting to exchange gifts and en-
joy ai basket lunch
• • •
•
•
PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Garrison
annceunce the birth of a daughter,
Sandy Young weighing seven
pounds two ounces, born on Tues-
day, Noverriber 6, at the Murray
leemital. They hate three other
children who are Karen, Kary,
and .hin. Mr. and Mrs. Amos
Burks end Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Garrison Jr., all of Alma Rene
One, are the grandparents.
Social Calendar
Thursday, November 15th
The Willing Workers Sunday
School Class of the Scotts Grove
Haptiet Church will have a pro-
gressive dinner with th e first
meeting at the home of Diane
Barnett at six o'clock.
• • •
The Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Odell Colson at 1 p.m.
• • •
The B ec P W Club will cele-
brate their 3.5te birthday party at
8:15 p.m. at the Murray Woman's
Club House.
• • •
The Home .Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the Onto house at 2:30 pen.
Hoots will be Mesdames A. F.
Doren, Commodore Jones, Carl
Inekhart, K. T. Crawford, and
C. 0. Bondurant.
• • •
Friday, November 18th
The Magazine Club will meet
lat the home of Mrs. Walter Baker
with Mrs. B. F. Scherfhu.S as
I hostess at 2:30 p.m. Mrs. A. W.
; Russell and Mrs. Leslie Putnam
t will have the program. Members
please note chenge in date.
Churdh will sponsor a rummage
sale in the American Legion
Building. The all day sale will
begin at 8:30 a.m.
• • •
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
its luncheon meeting at the club
house at noon. Hostesses will be
Mesdames Carlisle Cutchin, James
Clark, Willie Darnell, Roy Devine,
and L. A. Dew, and Miss Mattie
Trousdale.
• • •
Monday, November 19th
The Penny Homemakers Club
will -meet at the home of Mn.
Alvin Usrey at 12:30 p.m.
• • •
- The Dorcas Class of the rilret
Baptist Church will meet at the
-home management house at the
Mrs. Harold Beaman
Opens Home For
Golden Circle Meet
Mrs. Harold Beaman was boot-
ees for the •rneeturg of the Golden
Circle Sunday School Class of the
First Henke Church held on
Thursday evening at seven-thiety
o'clock at her home at 518 South
Eighth Street.
"Followir 4 h e Footsteps of
Jesus" was the aubject of the
inspiring devotion given by Mrs.
Edgar Shirley, guest speaker.
Mrs. Bob Ward, president, pre-
sided. Other officers are Mrs. Bill
Wyatt, vice-presideritt Mrs. Deeid
Pinson. secreitaryetreasurer; Mrs.
Hugh Eddie Wilson, ;publicity;
Meisclaines Tommy Carrel, Lynda
Nix, arid Charles Outland, group
captains.
Refrestunents were served by
the hostess. Those present were
Mesdames E. C. Junes, class teach-
er, Tommy Carrell, Holmes Elisi
Jr., Bob Weed, Charles Lash, Lyn-
da Nix, Bill Wyatt, and Harold
Beaman.
Mrs. Dewey Grogan
Hostess For Paris
Road Homemakers
The Paris Road Homemakers
Mrs. Richard Tuck
Program Leader At
Alice Waters Meet
The Alive Waters Circle of the
Worn a n's Society of Christian
Service af the That Methodist
Church met in the senior youth
mom of the church on Monday
evening at seven-thirty o'clock.
Mrs. Richard Tuck was the pro-
gram leader and was assisted by
Mrs. Carl Rewland in presenting
the program on "You Are A Mis-
sronary Too."
-• The devotion was given by Mrs.
David Henry from H Corinthians
5:17-20 and used the song, "Jesus
Calls Us", during her comments.
She closed with prayer.
Mrs. Chides Cu rd, chairman,
presided and led the opening
prayer. Mrs. Geynell Williams was
appointed to report on sick mem-
bers.
Two songs, "Near to the Heart
of God" and "An Evening Prayer",
were sung by the group atter
which refreshments were served
by the hostess, Mrs. David Henry,
to the members and two visitors,
Mrs. Lure Russell of Dover, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Ruby ehlialterro.
college at 7:30. Frances Brown, Club met in the home of Mrs.
captain, and her group will be in Dewey Grogan on Tuesday after-1
cnarge. neon at one o'clock with fourteen,
• • •
The Woman's Association of the
and Mrs. Bert Gee, present.
College Presbyterian Church will 
_Be livformattun On M e al
members and three visitors, Mrs. •
Herman Roach, Mrs. John Gibbs
have its annual retreat m the Planning was the stibject of the lock.I sanctuary at 8 pm. with Mrs. 
lesson presented by Mrs. lisa - Mrs. Toy Bolen led the openingRussell Tettiune in Charge of the bitt and Mrs. Dewey Grogan who prayer after which Mrs. Lawrenceprogram.
• • •
I said by planning the family meals teave an inspiring devetion.
The Calloway County High'
Saturday. November 17th
School Parent-Teacher Assume-
, The !wises of the Fire Christian
lion wil !hold its regular meeting
 at the school at 7:30 p.m.
* BILBREY'S SPECIALS
16th. Anniversary Sale
1 ONLY GE DE,HUM1DIFTER
GE STEAM IRON . . .
5-TUBE ELECTRIC RADIO 
7-QT. PRESTO PRESSURE CANNER
7-QT. COLD PACK CANNER
$11.99
$9.99
$23.99
$1.99
PORCELAIN TURKEY ROASTER _.._...... $2.49
1- LOT CAR SPAT COVERS, FULL SET $5.00
I ONLY .4N $A. NOLSEERG, reg. $36.95 NOW $22
JUST 2 =Ft, a GA. SPRINGFIELD PUMP $59.95
CHROME .22 CALIBER PISTOL $18.50
.1 ONLY PORTABLE SMITH-CORONA TYPEWRITER
GOOD CONDITION  ONLY $19.95
LIKE NEW CONSOL STEREO RECORD PLAYER
 $69.50
RECONDITIONED 17 & 21 IN. T.V.  $35.00 up
LIKE NEW WINCHESTER .22 AUTOMATIC $29.50
I LOT HAND TOOLS  1/2 PRICE
USE
BILEIREY'S
LAYAWAY PLAN
over a period of time can match Te• • • ,. .
for better meele in Mos time and el/taws, presided at the meeting.
lee money and by using a variety The closing prayer was Ice by
; Kee. Bennie Spann.
of home grown foods.
The 'anew-ape notes were ghee' ments of cake and coffee were
I During the social hour refresh),
by Mies Marjorie Hankins. Re- served from the beautifully ap-
frestlrnents were served by the , pointed tea table overlaid with a
hodtens. tech cloth and centered with a
, The next meeting will be an all .1 0 v e t y., artificial arrangement
Ate meet at 'the ht)rne cd Mrs. Milked by burning tapers.
Elmer Collins on Tuesday. De- mew present were mesdetnne
cernber II, at 10 a.m. Each person aloes }max, Terry Letviente,
is to bring a one d Mar gift fur , Benne Spann. Croh Spann. Rudy
exchange. Barnett. Buddy McNutt, Toy Bo-
!len. 'Hayden Kleiman, and Guy
H t Kelly. 'Bethany 'Ciass OS' . The next meeting will be held
• • •
'Tuesday. November 20th
The ClIttiretman VVonthes Fellow-
ship uot the Firm Question Church
atte meet at the church at 8:30
pIn.
e e • •
The Muse Department of the
Murray Woman's Club wilt meet
at the chi)? leihse at 7:30 pin.
Ifestindt *III he Mesdames Joim
Wiest, Uniard Green, John
.Ed Soke Glinael Reaves, Helene
Q7 Elennetta Clegg Austin, Mar)
A.leirwider, and James Lae-srter.
• • •
The Woman's Mihail:Nary Stet
ety at the First Beetle Chun
will meet at the ohurch at 93
aa Mernuttrs please now tb
: change in time.
• • •
The Sunbeams of the First Sal,
tee Church will meet at the chut
eh at 3:30 p.m.
• • •
Kings Daughters
Class Holds Meet
At Lawrence Home
The Kings Daughters Sunday
School Class of the Ocoee Grove
Baptist Church held its regular
meeting in the home of Mrs. Ter-
ry Lawrence on the Benton Read
an Tuesday evening at se v•e
Caere I of the WSCS of the
iFirrt Methodist Church will meet ,
I in the SC r youth mom of the
I church at 2:30 pm.
• 8.*
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
of the Rainbow ter Girls will meet
at -the Masonic Hall at 7 p.m.
• • •
Wednesday, November 21st
The Nature's Palette Garden
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Humphrey Key at le0 pin.
seith Horner Pogue as a guest who
will sahow slides and give min-
a-lents hi birdie leech one is asked
to bring an arrangement with
fruits, flowers, or foliage.
• • •
T h e Pettertewn Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Lucy Alder-Mee at 1 p.m.
• • •
•
of foods one can make better use
P - . Mrs. Clt,tUS
Meeting In Home Of Tuesday,chDecombee 11, with
istinas meeting atMrs. Nomie Miller iil'haenW 
f
t;rnaxr an's (La) House.
Mrs. Nomie Miller opened here
home for the meeting of the Beth-
any Sueday School Class of the
Tire Baptist Church held on
'Monday evening at seven ecleck
wish Mrs. 0. C. Weits, presider,:
presiding.
The guest devotional welsher
wet Mrs Thomas Huganeamp who
used as her subject. "Friendship
,if einathan and David" w i lb
scripture from I Samuel 3318.
Mrs. Itoge ricamp a as inte due-
led by Mrs. Gerue Evans in the
absence of the program chairman,
Mrs. Rudolph 'Thurman. Mrs.
Grace McCiatn led the tithing
prayer.
Group II composed of M us.
Nomie Miller. captain, Mrs. Inez
Claxtem, Mrs. Luther Downs. and
Mrs. Wa V len Ravfourn served re-
freehrnents to the eignteen mem-
bers and two guests, Mrs. Hovel,-
cemp and Mrs. Clifton Key.
• • •
Mrs. Graves Hendon
Hostess For Meet
Mrs. Graves Hendon's home was
the stern of the meeting of Circle
I at the Woman's Missionary So-
ciety of the Feet Baptist Church
held on Tuesday morning at ten
o'clock.
'World Awareness" w a s the
ttierne ,if the program presented
by Sirs. J. H. Thurman as the
leader who ass asserted by Mrs.
James Srnith, Mrs. Orville Ander-
son. and Mrs. Noel Mehrgin.
Mrs. Charles Mercer, chairman,
presided. Refreshments were serv-
ed by the hairless.
'60 VW
'61 MONZA
4 in the Floor
'60 CORVAIR
4-Door
'60 RAMBLER
• Straight Shift. O.D.
'61 COMET, SW
'62 CHEV., HT
Impala, 4-Door
BRANDON BROS. USED CARS
BEST BUYS
"COMPACT CAR HEADQUARTERS IN MURRAY"
'62 IMPALA
Coupe
'61 IMPALA
Coupe
'61 CHEV., 4-dr.
'59 CHEV.
Coupe, Sir. Stick
'59 CHEV., 4-dr.
- '62 OLDS, HT
4-door
'61 OLDS (2)
'59 OLDS, 98
'62 FORD
Fairlane 500
'60 T-BIRD
'59 FORD
Coupe
'62 PONTIAC
Catalina Coupe. Big
Mtr., Stick Sh.
'61 PONTIAC, HT
4-Door, Air
'60 PONTIAC, HT
4-door
'61 PONTIAC
Convertible
  BRANDON BROS. 1
SEE HOW AP RR Mr"-1,,T nr vvPRiy TAYIrle - Plea. /
P 
1961 FORD Four Door
HAZEL HIGHWAY - ACROSS FROM A & 
transmission.
Fair-lane 5•13. Radio, heater and
automatic
SPECIAL
9 595.00
Med. Stalk
100 •
_ 19*
I
59*
59*
e.-
• •
PERSONALS
Mrs Lura Russell of Dover,
ITenn., is the houseguest of her
sister. Mrs. Quitman Overt and
Mr. Overraet.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Batmen, 1403
Johnson Bouleverri. are the par-
er-its of a son, Richard Gregory,
weighing eight pounds 121 ounces,
born on Sunday. Nevember 4, at
the Murray Hospital. They have
two ether StMS, Steven and Stan.
Mr. Baughn is the acting super-
isor at the Arne, Plant at Calvert
City and they have been living
in Murray for three years. The
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
0. R. Rainwater, Route Two, Ok-
muigee. Okla., and Mr. and Mrs.
R B Ba ugh n of Sa pu lpa, Okla.
Mrs. J. W. Teeter of Olunulgett.
Okla., is a great grandmother- -
S'S
Seatt Waller ix the name ditieen
by Mr. and Mrs. Charles Da1411
Om'ar. 16041 College Farm aloud,
for their baby boy, weighing Med
pounds 12 ounces, born on Sub-
day, November 4, at the Murray
' Hospital. The grandparents a r c
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Omar and
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. hirauzy, all of
Morganfield.
• • •
•
3,300-mill HIKE - Retired
railroad conductor Patrick
mines, 79, San Diego, Calif.,
walks along Times Square in
thlew 'York atend ofh
et. teas
;MONEY STOON-This is part of the rare coin collection stolen 
from the Truman Lite ary
fn Independence, Ma Looking at the coineprior to the burglary are 
former President
'Harry Truman (right) and John W. Snyder, Truman's Treasury secretary, 
who lent e
collection to the library. The coins were minted during administration of 35 presidents.
Snyder said they were worth around $50,000 if sold individually. Truman put a 
value
*way over $100,000" on the coins as a col'ection.
Hazel Rt. 2
News
ft is a very nice mei yearning
today following a big min Steickay
adtternson and night.
The men are stripping burley
tobacco but there hasn't baen
enough order to strip very mien
Mrs. Bill Simmehas is 'long
nicely after surgery at Murray
Hospital last week .
Mrs. May Grubbs is also very
Mok in the Murray Hospital.
We of Hazel Route 2 are still
very badly shaken up over the
tragic death of Chart% Perry. A
Little more than a year before
Bobby Joe Adams was, the victim
of the same accident.
Bre. and Mrs. Loyd Canter and
eon and Mrs. White were Sunday
dinner guests of Mr. and Mira
Sserregia. Mr. and Mrs.
Hilton Williams, eh& (aentle wehe
SundaY evetaidlistaPPOr guests.
'Brother Canter's class ot little
boys is doing extremely well sing-
ing. .retichtng the scriptures and
studying notes and etc in music
on Sunday nights bee ire regular
wership. Its remarkable to hear
• the yourveters 7 to 12 reed the
ripture lesson and lend singing. t.
We are very proud of them. Just
wish all would name and take
part.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Farthing
and Deana were y.velcend guest,
of the hawker Hills and attended
homecoming end the bee game at
Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Buford Barton
and Bobby were Sunday dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs .George
Linville. Taylor Buchanan was a
Sunday night guest and Mr. ano
Mrs. Collie Stubblefield were af-
ternoon callers.
Mrs. Roxie Williamson veitea
relatives around New Provehne.
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Mathis
I have returned home from abou
six weeks visit in Ohio and Mie-h-
igen.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Simmons
spent Thursday with Mr. and Mrs.
Auctry Simmons and also visithe
Mrs. Bill Simmons Saturday at
ternoon at the hospital.
Mrs. Norman Mathis and ch.
dren of Calvert City were week
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ch-
it/lathe and sons. Norma,, eiathis
was a Sunday night guest.
Wayne Mathis has returned
home from hit six months train-
ing in Carolina and Mbecturi.
Mrs. Pauline Wilson visited the
Harold Gregans in Murray last
Thursday. Mrs. Melvin Grogan
spent the day with Mrs I.. E.
Alibritten and datig_h_t hr. Mrs.
Clarice Gregory. Mrs. George Lin-
vile was an afternoon caller.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Allbraten
store Sunday dinner guests or
Miss Mayme Morgan in Paris.
Mies Morgan is slowly irnprenting
'from a chronic slims infection.
Raymond Tidwell yea, a &dor--
day trete bed time quite of the
George Le-Mlles. Our sympathy
to all the bereaved tile 'taping
the sick will soon be reeling much
better.
•
Read The Ledger's Classifieds
Scotty Hart was also home 3ver
the weekend.
Several around here are hates*
colds. sick Reenact, and etc. Jan
and Ann Miller missed school
Friday. Ellis Shoemaker and Bob-
by Stubbleneld weren't able to
come to church Sunday.
Mies Mildred Clerk spent the
weekend at home.
THANKGIVING
SALE
Extra Large Selection
DRESSES BuGyet02nnedatorReesg,ufhoir OPrnlicye,
All-Weather - with Zip-Out Linings
COATS
Boys' Laminated Jersey
JACKETS 
$1
OFF
1/4 OFF
One Large Table of
BLOUSES - SWEATERS - SLIM JIM
SETS. BOYS WASH 'N WEAR PANTS
Reduced  1/2
LAD & LASSIE
South 12th Street Dial 753-3456
ATTENTION
Burley Tobacco Growers
4 BIG WAREHOUSES IN MAYFIELD
Will start receiving your Burley Saturday, November 17th!
1st Sale in the Western District will be in Mayfield on Tuesday.
November 27th
Mayfield's warehouses are well lighted and feature fast unloading service.
S
5.
SELL YOUR BURLEY OVER THE MAYFIELD MARKET
FOR THE HIGHEST PRICES!
MAYFIELD BURLEY
TOBACCO MARKET
J. B. HUMPHRIES
'
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NORTH FORK NEWS
by Mrs. R. O. Key
Bro Vaden went to Memphis
Friday for a check up The doctor
reports he is doing fine Visitors
to see him the past week were
Mr. and Mrs Earl Parrish. Mr.
and Mrs. Murray James. Mr. and
Mrs. D. P Williams. Mr. and Mrs.
J 0 Kemo and Beth from Paris
Sunday p. m., Mrs Ruth Haves of
Puryear. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
McNutt and baby from Memphis
over the weekend. Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Littleton sal Friday. Hound
Norris and Judy Paschall on Wed-
nesday afternoon. Mr and Mrs.
Mahe Hastings, Mr and Mrs. Paul
Ellis Thursday night from Paris.
Bro Leon Penic. Mr J D. Kemp
Thursday afternoon from- Paris.
tiro W A Farmer fromAryear
Thursday p m and Tiro Corhit and
girls Tuesday morning from Cot-
tage Grove.
Mr and Mrs. Elisha D Paschall
and son • from Chicago visited Mrs.
Ruth Paschall and other relatives
over the weekend.
' Mrs Iva Paschall and Mr and
Mrs Hugh Paschal! and children
visited the Oman Paschalls Tues-
day night
Mr and Mrs Jerry Vandyke of
Memphis spent the weekend with
the Douglas Vandykes Other visit-
ors were Bro and Mrs. Terry Sills'
and children from Kirksey
Saturday and Mr and Mrs. Morris t
Jenkins and sons on Sunday p m_
BOOK REVIEW:
Mr_ and Mrs. Ralph Gallimore
visited friends in Chattanooga over
the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Nance and
children visited Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
!min Tuesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Wilson visit-
ed Mrs. I.illie Paschall Thursday
afternoon MN. Paschall left Mon.
lay to make her home with Mr.
and Mrs. Frances Deering in De-
troit this winter.
Mr. and Mrs Hugh Paschall car-
ried their daughter Carolyn to
Memphis Wednesday for examina-
tion. She had a sprained hip. The
doctor reports she is 0. K. now.
Mrs. Iva Pas:thall spent Wednes-
day with Mr and Mrs. One Kuv-
kenciall
Mr and Mrs Verg,til Paschall
visited Mrs. Iva Paschall Wednes-
day night.
Regina Orr spent Monday night
and Tuesday with Freddie and
R.ckie Orr
Susan Sykes spent Monday night
knd Tuesday with Mr and Mrs.
R 0 Key Sunper_ guests Toe-idly
night were -Bro and Mrs. Warren
Sykes t‘s
Herbert Ross is not so well. He
has been quiet ill for several days.
Mr. Oman Paschall visited Mrs.
Ira Tarkington Wednesday after-
noon.
Ancil Wicker was in Memphis
Wednesday for a check up on his
eyes The doctor reports he is _do-
ing fine
Mr and Mrs Jerry Vandyke.
Mr and Mrs Douglas Vandyke.
Mr and Mrs Oman Paschall and
Blurb on Cover
Better Than Book
Reviewed by Ernes* Vaughn
"This Fair Eden" relates how a young boy and girl,
after a humble storm sinks their Ship. find them-
svives alone •in a raft under the hot tropical sun, sur-
raindeli by the blue water of the Pacific.
Evenrually, when it appears that all hope is gone,
Charming and Janice are cast titian a small
which they name -this fair Eden."
After some time passet., the two build a borne
for themselves and discover they ere in love IA-1th
each other_ Next, of course. , ones an adchnon to the
'family in the person of a sun, Little Chan. Life on the
tropical paradise is fox until the island's volcano
erupts in all its horrible fury The volcanic erupt:, in
changes the lives of akar:rung and Janice.
Mr Downes, in his first-bsok. has used a somewhat
overworked theme. It is unforumate that his 'writing
was wasted on thus book.
The "blurb" of the boot states, "Above all, This
Fair Eden' is a book vAhich every Christian will want
to own." Why anyone would want to own Pt is a
mystery to this reviewer. There is nothing profound
contained- in the hook whatsoever.
It is this ret-iewer's opinion that the person who
wrote the "blurb" for the book was a much better
wester *tan Mr. Dams.
•
\Asks FREER INTERNATIONAL mpg — Herschel Ne
wsom
'(middle. master of the National Grange, c
alls on the organ-
ization at its annual meeting in Fort 
Wayne, Ind., to in-
crease efforts to promote freer inter
national trade. W.th.
him here are Harry B. Caldwell (lett),
 executive committee
chairman, and George Spidel. Nebraska Gr
ange master.
Regina visted tke Tell Orrs Sun-
day ll- m- . FRESH
Mr and Mrs Clarence Paschall
and children visited the Caraol •
Ilosds Sunday.
Mrs lac Wilson Mrs. Virdie Mae
McFadden from Memphis visited
Mr and Mrs. Ira Tarkington Sat- 
.
iirday night. . r LORIDA JUICY
Mr 3nct sirs. carnoi Boyd .visit-
ed Mr. and Mrs_ I 9 Door-a' of
Dexter last Siones.-
Mr. and Mrs La*rence Fletcher
visited Mr and Mrs. John Fletch-
!er Sunday p. m WgilirkimPARKER'S
! Mrs Laveda Orr. Grace and Bil- 
COUPON Njamium
lie Hilton of Mayfield. Mr. and '
. Mrs. Her-sic Honkins and son of
.Kirksev. Mr and Mrs I.ubie Bed.
well of Mayfield. and Mr and Mrs. I
I• .1. C. Grooms visited Mr and Mrs.
i Bailey Grooms Sunday
I Mr and Mrs Tom Wilson at-
'tended church at New Bethel Sun-day.
ranges doz.
2 Boxes
ROYAL DESSERT
5'
Mr_ and Mrs. Oman Paschall and — With This Coupon —
Iles. R. Key visited Mrs. Okla
Holley in Paryear Nursing Home 
\'". • WIRMEARIA
Sunday afternoon.
- Mr and Mrs. Herbert Orr visit-
ed the Fred Orrs Saturday night 
SOUTHERN PRIDE, 23/4' Lbs.
GMr. and Mrs aylon Morris visit-
'ed _Mr. and' Mrs. Taylor Holley FRUITc AKE
Sunday afternoon.
Of interest to many people, Jack
Lamokins formerly' of this com-
munity. is ill in a may-field hos-
pital.
• Mr. and Mrs Waymon Young of
Paducah visited Mr. and Mrs Fr4d
Orr Sunday.
-Hello Mrs Byars in Detroit.
Are you getting the news from
Tennessee?
Trooper drags dead buddy sway from street A few minut
es after this pro aatro dem-
fighting in Puerto Catwilo as other troop- onstration sc
ene in Caracas. fighting erupt-
era fight in tanks against anti Betancourt ed and • to
p Castro agent waa shot to,
marines More than 400 persons were killed, death by a 
vesermelea Intelligence man.
_ • __
Presides. Betancourt
MANACA1110
CARACAS
CIUDAD BOLIVAR
CNSA CRISTO/AL 
•
--"•••••%VENEZUEL A
!PUERTO AYACUCHO
COLOMBIA
liSANCARLOS.,
BRAZIL
0
.1 BR.
GUIANA
IF VENEZUELA'S President 
Romulu Betancourt continues to sur,.,ye Street fighting, bar-
*rack. revolts, bombings and aasasonation attempts 
till the end of his five-year term at
tend of 1963, he will be the first ft- '1y-elected pr
esident in the nation's ceniury and a half
tot independence to complete • ter . Recent 
Communist sabotage—oil field bombings—
continue to make his situation pre. ho
wever Betancourt, 54, at first was pro-
!Castro, but changed his mind whet the Cuban dict
ator's true Red colors were shown.
'13euincourt's goal now Is to finish his term and am f
ree elections fur his successor.(
4
••••,---••••.-Ir••••••••••••••••••-
• • .
•
RADISHES
LARD
RED
CRISPY — —
ASTRONAUT CHEOLER----M
ly-n Finneran tries on a new
:belt pack two-way communi-
cations system which was de-
•signed to enable Earthbound
doctors to check on physical
condition of future exploring
.astronauts. The device is on
ydnsplay at the 'nierican
Rocket Society's lath an-
nual meeting in Los Angeles.
'Its. R. D. key visited
Mrs Ella Morris and family Sat-
arday night.
Mr. and Mrs Jack Wyatt and
son of Nashville spent the week-
end with the Glynn Orrs Mr and
Mrs. R. D. Key were Sunday din-
ner guests and the Oman Paschalls
called in the afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. George Jenkins
visited Mr. Will Jackson in Gen-
eral Hosiiital Saturday.
.Mr. and Mrs C Tarkington of
Paris spent the weekend with Mrs.
Golden Fries.
Mr and Mrs. Jack Wyatt and
-Glynn Morris Orr attended church
at Spring Hill Sunday.
Rro. and Mrs. Warren Sykils were
miests m the home of Mr. and
Mrs Steele Sunday
Susan Sykes visited Sarah and -
Sue Parish Sunday -
Mr. and Mrs. Nathanial Orr and
ALL THE TRADITIONAL rOODS TOR YOUR
•
OCFAN SPRAY - TALL CANS
CRANBERRY SAUCE
2 for 39°
FRESH GROUND
IIAMBURGER
3 lbs. $1.00
Place Your Order Now For Your Armour
Star Double Breasted Turkey
A size for every family. Get the best to be sure! Watch for our
low prices in next week's ad.
USDA CHOICE Center Cuts _ _ _ 59' lb. FIRST CUTS
CHUCK ROAST LB. 49c
FRESH PORK - 1-113. cup
BRAINS 25°
SMALL LEAN
PORK RIBS - - lb. 39 •
HICKORY SMOKED SUGAR CURED
SLAB BACON 
LEAN MEATY
PORK CHOPS
FIRST CUTS
LB. 29C
FIRST CUTS
LB. 39C •
- 1-lb. pkg.
nranberes 2 for 39c
25c
FRESH TEXAS - 1-lb. bag
s,
Carrots
FRESH COUNTRY
10c
Eggs 3 dozen small $100
Jiffy
BON 5C
With This Coupon —
tinvitylfmlfri!Expi Nt 7. 196
8-oz. bag
FIELD'S PURE — — — — — 4-Lb. Carton
89c
1)c
59c
KRAFT - Quart
,AmulusiMPARKER'S COUPON
Milk Shake
CANDY BARS
Carton
6 Bars 11110c
— With This Coupon —
terlinirilliVxiiire. Nov. 17, rffyinfintrffri
- - - —
MIRACLE WHIP 49c
COFFEE MAXWELL HOUSE — — 2-lb. tin $1.19
•
COOKIES 
cF HA0Vc0 KH IpPT Box  c 3 nD ot z .; 4W t
Nabisco Chocolate
PINWHEELS 121 4 ill 19'
Regular
CASHMERE SOAP 3 bars 33
c
H. J. HEINZ TOMATO - 14-oz.
Catsup 2 for 49c
Bath
CAHMERE SOAP 2 bars 
33
HEAVY DUTY REYNOLDS
WRAP 69c
Regular
PALMOLIVE 3 bars 33'
Bath
PALMOLIVE 2 bars 33'
Kraft
Marshmallow
Creme
- Pint -
19°
SWISS MISS FRUIT
PIES
Peach - Apple - Cherry
t:FD 41 411
11!)
BIRDSEYE
ORANGE
JUICE
6-oz. can
Giant Size
AD 64'
Regular
SUPER SUDS _ 25'
PARAMOUNT DILL - Quart
PICKLES 33c 
Liquid - giant size
AJAX 59'
STOKELY SLICED - 16-oz. can
BEETS 19c
Large Ajax
FLOOR & WALL CLEANER (10' off) 23'
Regular
FAB (5' off) 28' •
PARKER'S
OPEN FRIDAY de SAT.
NIGHT 'TIL 8:00
FOOD
MARKET
We Reserve The Right
to Limit Quantities
1
_
15. 1962
ur
our
CUTS
19C
le 39°
RST CUTS
I.9c
•
RST CUTS
39c •
1 OC
$100
ptswazug
RS
49c
1.19
49
64(
25e
33c 
59e
•
19c 6
)( off) 23e
28e •
& SAT.
8:00
3
ET
se Right
tntities
•
•
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Homecoming 1962:
=Ma
Varied and Exciting
Homecoming 1962 got under way
early Saturday morning with var-
ious breakfasts and the Homecom-
ing parade heading the day's
agenda.
Twenty-one floats were entered
in the parade which was lead by
the "Marching Thoroughbreds."
Sigma Sigma Sigma won top
honors with "Murray Wears the
sVictory Laurels." The second place
prize was taken by Tau Kappa
Epsilon with a huge, tissue-stuffed
Trojan horse bearing the slogan,
"It Worked at Troy."
The Industrial Arts Club re-
ceived third prize for it's "Let's
Nail Western."
High-School Bands
•
•
Eight high-school bands parti
cipated in the parade: Crittenden
County, Lone Oak, Fulton County,
North Marshall, Dawson Springs,
Murray High, College High, and
Calloway County.
Other features ef the parade
were: Wandi the Magician, the
president's car, the Board of Reg-
Pershing Rifles "Sweetheart" and
attendants, Sigma Chi 'Sweet-
heart." the Rangers, and Pershing
Rifles.
s. epee ify
Cutchin Stadium was packed be-
yond capacity with students, alum-
ni, and townspeople for Murray
State's 30th Homecoming. Mums
and soft drinks were in abundance
at Saturday's game as MSC played
l arch-rival, Western State College.The pre-game show began withthe presentation of the winning
floats in the morning parade. -
The highlight of Homecoming
was the . crowning of "Football
Queen" Elizabeth Bivins, junior,
Mt. Carmel, Ill. He attendants
were Marcia ('bumbler, junior,
Mayfield; and Henrietta Davis,
sophomore, Grayville, Ill.
Miss Bivins was crowned by Mr.
Frank A. Stubblefield, Congress-
man from the first district.
Color Guard
The Pershing Rifles color guard
marched onto the field and stood
at attention with the crowd as the
band played .he national anthem.
The stands were packed, and
every' available inch was occupied.
Many stood throughout the entire
game; others sat on the ground.
Prior to the game. a "knight in
shining armor" on a white horse
galloped around the field bearing
the effigy of a Western player on
a lance The dummy was staked
MISSILE LAUNCHERS? - No, just ConUnental Mr Lines' passenger 
loading tubes ready for
business at O'Hare Mrport-In asseago. They're rained for plane arrival.
beiore the Western tans during
the game.
Half-Time Show
The half-time show concluded
the "Marching Thoroughbreds' "
treason. The "rapsody in blue and
gold" marched onto the field led
by the twinkling twirlers and
Drum Major Jack Garner senior.
At the beginning of the show
Garner, senior, Louisville, w a s
presented a baton in recognition
of his contributions to MSC and
the band during . his four years
here. The presentation was made
by Richard Farrell, fine arts de-
partment head.
Gardner is president of Phi Mu
Alpha, music fraternity, a mem-
ber of the A Cappella Choir, or-
chestra, brass choir, and wood
wind quintet. He has directed the
-Men of Note" dance band and
was director for the 1962 -Camp-
us Lights."
Salute to Alumni
The theme of the half-time pro-
gram was a salute to the alumni.
The purpose was to fill the alumni
in on the changes at MSC.
The band was in the formation of
a large, "M", as the alumni were
reminded of the array of new
buildings erected since 1956, the
new look of 15th Street. the fact
that freshmen aro not allowed to
have cars on. campus, and Centrex.
"There's a chicken .!very pot
and a telephone for every chick
this year at MSC", said the an-
nouncer. "Gone forever are the
days when little Miss Co-ed must
run from one end of the dorm to
the other dripping wet dragging
her towel behind her." The band
then played "Hello My Baby."
Auld Lang Stmit
Between formations the band
played -Auld Lang Syne.-, It was
pointed out that the new dances
such as the "Twist" or the "Fly"
mean little to the older alumni.
In their honor the band played
"Muskrat Ramble" while doing a
precision dance routine.
The next formation was an old
phonograph and the band played
"Music Goes hound and Round."
The band next .formed two stereo
Green Creek
News
Well it looks like Ole Man Win-
ter is coming in eirnest. Just
hope he decides to let the snow
stay wherer it is but am sure we
will get our sharo before he is
through.
It looks like tragee• strikes
when we least expect it. Our
sympathy goes to ail who lost
lin-el ones especially to the Per-
tly- family who lust their son and
giandson last .veek.
Well`tthe election is over. Some
lesi and some won but thart is
x pected.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubry Adams
were callers the Huston Millers
Sunday night. They will soon be
moving to their new home in Mud--
- - -
9eakers and played "Me and My
SRi arlow."
To conclude the Program, the
-Marching Thoroughbreds" formed
a large "M" and, as the spectators
stood. accompanied Mr. Robert
Haar. music division fine arts de-
partment, as he sang the Murray
State College Alma Maier. -
Defeat for MSC
"In the heart of Jackson's Pur-
chase. neath the sun's warm glow"
MSC was defeated in its Homecom-
lag game by one point in the last
minutes of the game.
The usual props were present
at the game, the Alpha Tau Omega
cannon. the Confederate flag. the
Pike's and Tau Kappa Epsilon
bel.s, and the Pi Kappa Alpha
"old grey mare."
The days festivities were con-
tinued after the game with an
altimni barbeque in the ballroom
• the SUB. According to. Mr.
NI; Wrather, executive secretary
of the alumni association, there
were about 300 people in attend-
ance.
. iron, the College News.
W 7
• , .
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TIMELY SAVINGS ON FINEST HOLIDAY
AND PARTY FABR1tS
4"P0i4WAY FABRIC SALE
A fabulous collection of finest Holiday Fabrics at sensational savings. No-
where in this area will you find such a tremendous selection at such unbe-
lieveable low, low prices!!
$2.15 to s4.15 IMPORTED BROCADES
Lowe's." Price any here on these- fine quality Ins- ported -1-1Lneadec. Richly 
,highlighted syria-ce,
quisite multi-color floral jaquards. I.urex broradeand many, many' others. Ideal 
for after five
formal fashions. Hurry, for these sensational fabric buys!
.88
yard
* * *-• -• • • • * • • • 
• # *
• 04,
ACTUAL $9.95 TO $15.95 IMPORTS FROM EUROPE AND THE FAR EAST
Couturier Fabrics
Ilere are Original Designers C{eations from lure and abroad. Cut Velvet floral% on Pure
Silk Satins, Multi embroidered" Brocades. T he new Lure% highlighted Blister Fabrics,
Oriental Tapestries and many, many other.. These magnificent -fahrics are only for
those who appreciate the very, best.•
• From Original Designers Collections
here and abroad
• French and Oriental Imports never be-
fore show-n in America
• Save up to $10.00 a yard on these lux-
ury imports.
REG. $8.95 YD. IMPORTED
MATELASSE
Imported from Holland, this magnificent
holiday fabric, It's quilted appearance gives
it that luxurious texteured look. Nylon back-
ing for extra strength. Never sold for Jess
than $8.95 a yard, in this country. Choose
from white, black, red, green, 
gold $388 '
or blue. 34-
-88
yd.
HOSE
21i W. Washington - Paris, Tenn.
-
and
ray. We hate to see them go.
I Ira Sills, one of our neighbors,I
I passed away last Wednesday.
Mrs. Charles Nesbitt is home
from th..•• hospital and fine.
Carves Paschall is also back home
from a Nashvils.. hospital and
doing fine.
Charley Culp wtas a Friday at-
VIEST BERLIN: REDS
HAVE MORE EDGE HERE
THAN U.S. OVER CUBA
ternuon visitor at Hu.sion Miller,
Dee St. John and the Huston
Millers were Saturday afternoon
visitors of their sister and mother,
Rebel Gibson and Matti...! St. John.
Our best withes to the family
of Jake Shipley in their time of
sorrow.
Alice and Herbert Robertson
IRAN SECRET
BROADCASTS
HAVE CALLED
FOR UPRISINGS
AGAINST SHAH,
RED PROPAGANDA
HAS BEEN HEAVY
Auory and Ethel Arlan.:
Sunday aturrann.
Harold Ford and one of his
sons-in-law and his wife callen
on Mr. and Mrs. Honton Maki
the past week. they were neigh-
bors of ours before going to De-
troit. Gkad to see them.
RED CHINA KREMLIN
RESTRAINT AGAINST
ATTACKING FORMOSA
MIGHT BE RELAXED
AFGHANISTAN: SOVIET
AID PLENTIFUL, COULD
11 MOSCOW S GATEWAY
TO SOUTHERN ASIA
"al
-Bull Dog"
NORTH KOREA: UNDER
MOSCOW DOMINATION,
COULD BE UNLEASHED
AGAINST SOUTH AGAIN
NORTH VIET NAM:
GUERRILLA WAR
AGAINST SOUTH
VIET NAM COULD
BE STEPPED UP
LAOS NEUTRALIST
COALITION SHAKY,
MIGHT BE DRAWN
1.410 THE RED FOLD
it
a
TROUBLE CAN BREAK OUT IN A NEW SPOT- The easy Soviet give-in on dismantling Cuba
missile bases makes one wonder what gives, and If you consider the world situation, a
lot of trouble can break out In a number of these not-so-new spots. (Central Press)
— - - -
GIFT
CBOND,:,
GIFT-Z
. 011D7?
GIN:
EaND?)
41.`.
'GIFT
BOND',
STrialo,
GIFT,
1,31 F1'
BON:-
THANKSGIII
NI Fresh Leah
vORK RIBS
31i)c
SWIFT
Turkeys
Young Tender Toma
lb
Emge Smoked Sugar Cured
HAMS 
Whole or
Shank lb. 49C
Emge Pioneer Sliced
BACON_ 3 R -
COMPARE &
SAVE!
Delmonte - 303 can
PUMPKIN _ 2(:)25°
INIDefiliont(A1OCKTAIL
4 FOR 89°
••••.• ••••'
BUM?
SAVEL1
1GA Fancy Small
PEAS
2 Can. 37c
CIIA
NOT 
NBERlig SAUCEsizcan
j 150
Miracle Whip - Quart
EiSALAD SN — — — — 313 e
De i Mont.. Tomato
CATSUP__ 5 Bottles sq
Bull He d Fine for Dressing
OYSTERS can 3ge*
IGA Brown 'N Serve - pkg. of 12
ROLLS _ _ _ __ 2 '0.45`
Angel Food large size
_ _2(le
Del Monte All Green Lima
BEANS _ _ _ 2 Cm. 4q"
Reynolds Aluminum Foil heavy duty
WRAP
etc
- - large 03- pkg. flt„
Popperridge Farm, Seasoned
STUFFING_ _ _ _ _ _beg
None Such large 28 oz. jar
MINCE MEAT _59`
- FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES -
Fresh - 1-lb. cello bag
CRANBERRIES _ 2'0.49#
Pascal large tender stalk
CELERY . 
Fine for Eating or Cooking
RED APPLES 4-lb. bag 39,
Red Tokay
GRAPES — LBS.29(
— SAVE OUR —
...for the lady
who seshest the tart'
TRADING STAMPS
GET PREMIUMS FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY ! !
Kavanaugh I.G.A. Foodliner
Monday thru Thursday - 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. Friday & Saturday - 7 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Anuggiiiiiasp-.'7--- •
•
•
•=-
s
•
•sisesabont._ I
Judy Bean. senior. Paducah is a
biology ands-anisthematics major.
She is a membif bf Delta Lambda
Aippa and Young Women's Christ-
ian Association. She is treasurer
of Alpha Sigma Alpha and' his
tonan and seeretars of Beta Beta
It
Muriel heifer
.1n elementaes-education major.
1.i. Belter is a senior from
f•i ideah Se--was, - president of
selected to represent Murray State
:h the 19tE:63 edition of -Who's
Who in American Colleges and
Universities."
The 15 girls and 18 men were
selected * a secret student-fac-
ulty commetee Student,- on the
secret sotlemittee were chosen by
anoiner committee appoir.ted b)
Dean J Matt Sparkman and fac-
ulty members on the committee
were named bs President Ralph
H. Waode
AL af the students are seniors
except three.
Those shaaen ba the committee
are:
1
krAtilS Elt/HT
•
• • sav
• flrIE LEDGER • TIMES — MURRAY, ICY.
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Committee Selitti Students for College 'Who's 'Who
WHO'S-WHO Thirty-three students have been named for the 1962-63 edition
0' "Who's Who In American Colleges and universities." Top row (left to right):
Donna S,swick, Jerr* Shroat. Melissa Henry, Ralph Oliver, Nancy Williams, Clarence
-Bid- Grafton, Norma Elkins, Ted Sykes. Secorwl-tinat Henn,' Totrery. Rose Ellen
Rehm, Charles Settle. Noah Aso Vaughn, Lawrence Buxton, Nancy Keown, Jerry
Thirlythree stirdents have been ureic, major. Mises Briscoe is from
.lienderaion.
1
Students Selected
Judy A Bean Muriel A. Better.'
John 51 Bens, Brenda A Briscoe.
'Robert A tierfon. Lawrence D.
Buxton, Clarence C. Crafton. San-
dra L Eduards Norma L Elkins.
Jamce Lynette Evans John David
Franklin. '
Pa 4. J Fnelds. John C Gsrdner.
aleiisaa J Henry. Nancy K Kieran.
William Ralph Oliser Rose Ellen
Rehm Jern P Rhoads. Curtis E.
Sarndssrs. Jerald O.. Savells. Charles
Sidnes Settle Melissa A Sexton.
Jam - H Sharber.
Robert Suttee
A basketball player from Me/ber.
Robert Burton is a business-ad-
, ministration major He is national
vice-presedent of Phi Beta Lambda
land president of Sigma Lambda
Iota Burton is a sensor.
A senior majoring in physics
and mathematics. Lawrence Buz-.
tot is from Butler. Ohio. He M a
!memebr of the Student Section of
the American Institute of Physics.
Student Affiliates of the Ameri-
can Chemical Societ) and Alpha
Tans Omega.
Clarence Crafton is treasurer of
t Sigma Chi and was vice president
of -has sophomore class. He is a
senior. bu,iness-administration
major from Henderson. Crufton
is a member of the football team
and participates in Intramural soft-
ball. basketball, and track
.1: T Shroat Donna Harper
• s Mattie Susan Smith, Wil-
Ilan Ted F Sykes. Jan-
ice I. Tanner James T. ThriMp-
on lienr) H. Tow. Ruth Ann
V...shn. and Nanes L Williams.
Basis for Solectien
Lean Sparkman stated four points
an atich selection was based: 1.
Scholarship: 2 Participateso- and-
:easier-ship in academ.e and extra-
curricular actuate*. 3. Citizenship
• senise to MSC, 4 Promise
of :kit sre usefulness.
Sondra Edwards
The d b
is a senior from Robards. Sandra
Edwards is a member of Student
National Education Association and
secretary of SAM'S Last year she
was president of Delta Lambda
Alpha Her major Ls mathematics.
Norma Elkins. senior. Almo. is
majoring in business and library
science. She is a member-6f the
Business- Club and Alpha Beta Al-
pha
ACE President Issnette Es an, is
a senior froresfaducah. who IA
majoring in elelnentary education.
She was secretary of ALT last year,
'end is reeonaing secretar) for
Kappa Delta Ps She was a delegate
:o international conventions for
. ALT in 1960 and 1961 and a dele-
gate to the national Kappa Delta
Pi contention last year
A all^,mum academic standing She sae the recipient ot the.
Rhoads, Susan Smith. Third row: Janiece Evans, Paul Fnelds, Muriel Belter, Jerald
Sevens, Janice Tanner Curtis Sanders, Brenda 13r,scoe. John Gardner. Fourth row
WI ham Smith, PAri Kean. 7t-arg-nicrtofrctrft, Sexton,
Franklin, John Beery, and Sandra Edwai1dit dildovrOrnt1triden4.6"Xe•Wet.'t, -am•
• • 4,
•
Aiph.• Last sear she was a mem
her of the Student Organization
and a **Campus Favorite."
International Relations Club
Vice-President Nancy Keown is a
history major She is a senior from
Beaver Dam
R.alph Oliver. senior, Murray, _in
a mathemancs-chemistrs major:7*
ha.. been Shield editor. assietant !
editor. and sports editor. Student
Organization member. and Slalrat
president and secretary. He is a '
member of International Relations
Club. SAM'S. winner of National
Guard scholarship. battalion cons-
nvander of ROT(' brigade, and re- '
reseed a Distinguished Military
Student award. „
Rosa Ellen Rehm
Religious Council Secretary Rose
Ellen Rehm is also secretary of
Alpha Omicron Pi. She is & mem-
ber of Kappa Delta Pi, Math Club.
and S.eACS She is a senior mathe-
matics and chemistry major from
Sturgis.
President of Sigma- Chi Jerry
Rhoads is a pre-law student front
Madisonville He is a member of
the International Relations Club
and the tennis team Ile was sports
editor for the Shield and president
of his junior clas-.
Cavils Sanders. senior. Evans-
ville Ind is maAsring in histor).
and physical education He is cap-
tain of the track team and cross-
country team arid a member of the
International Relations Club.
Benton. Sht. is a rueinths of Pi
()mega Pi. Sigma Sigma Sigma and
the Religious Council. She is a
senipr. .
Senior music. major from Bent-
on. Susan Smith is president of
Sigma Alpha Iota She has been on
the "Campus Lights- staff for two
years and AA member of the svm-
phons and string orchestras and
the A Cappella Choir. She is a
member of Sigma Sigma Sigma.
William Smith. junior. Cadiz_ a
a phisicis-mathematies major. He
is vice-president of the Student
Section of the American Institute
of Physics. Smith is a member of 
1
.rthe lath Club and SAACS.
Jerald Sevens
A ,hiology-chemistry major. Jer-
ald Savells is a member of Beta
Beta Beta and SAA(S He is a
merr of Alpha Tau Omega, Inter-
Fraternity Council. and 'Scabbard
and Blade. Savella is a senior from
Hardin.
Religious' Council President
Charlea Settle is a senior from
of SU aas leezzlanna mars fur humus.- 1902 first district Parent Teachers Princeton He Is a member of
tem Co.leges an ermine.. are Association scholarship She is a I SAACS. Beta Beta Beta the march
anti ti-d Ar,rtxj,nIILLiiher rbf SP- —abr-Mberuf SNEA and the intersiin and_ lir nomme. sand„ imd _sit.,
lee'. int• each year based on en- national Relations Club.
' John reiliklin ,rn 1981 Settle is a chemi
st',
om major
One of the juniors selected was
John Franklin A biolog) and chem-
istry major from Clinton. he is
president of Beta qeta Beta and
v.ce-president of SAACS.
Maaoring in airicultbre is Paul
Fnelds He is a senior from Ma)-
field
Murray State Band's drum major.
John Gardner. is a music major.
president of Ph, Mu Alpha A
capella Choir member and string
orchestra member lie has been
SVcA and vice-president of AS- director And assistant director of
'elation for Childhood Education
isst year She is president of Rap-
Delta Pi this )ear.
John Berry is a senior from
I idacah. His mejors arc mathe-
sews and chemistry.
President of the Home Eeonomies
Brenda Briscoe Shr is a
se, Kappa Omicron Ph'
' . I
^OM
rt,
"Campus Lights " Gardner is a
member of the Phi Mu Alpha
saten of Note " He i, a senior from
Louisville
Melissa Feeney
A junior from Joriesborm Ark.,
Melissa Henry a, president of Al-
11, omi-roe p %he i•
. nests )Ateatisii ,
.r of V .! irvi Li .,tif loorrits
•
:ma Chi He was in -Campus Lights
Ted Sykes
A pre-medical student. Ted Sykes
is a senior from Murray. He is
treasurer of -the Student Organi-
zation, a member of Beta Beta Beta
aria Pi Kappa Alpha.,
A senior from Paducah. Janice
'fanner IS a member of sigma
aria 1011 and Sigma Sigma Sigma.
. She was in "Campus Lights" and
"The Last Resort" lasst, sear and
ea, a candidate for "Prom Queen"
spring. Miss Tanner is a Music ,
major.
James T. Thompson is an agri- I
csiture major. lie is a senibr from
Hazel.
Sigma Lambda Iota member,
I Henry Towers is a busineas-admin
istration major. He is also a mem-
ber of Alpha Tau Omega Tosser).
is a senior from Hazel.
1.ast year's "Shield Queen."
Nancy Williams is a home. ecano-
mies major from Baskett. She was
Pi Kappa Alpha "Dreantgirl" last
sear, MSC candidate in the Slam.
our magazine contest. ACE'S "Best
Groomed" winner, and has been
iin the Religious Council
She has been Tau Kappa Epsilon
"Sweetheart'. "Basketball Queen,"
Via a "Mountain Laurel" finalist !
She is a member of Delta Lambda
Alpha. Kappa Omicron Phi, and
the Home Economies Club.
;
From %tunas. Melissa Sexton i•
treasurer of Sigma Sigma Sigma
and a. member of the Busines
Club She ..s a senior majoring ic
business
James Sharber is president of
the Student Section of the Amen
can Institute of Physics. Sharber
senior. Mayfield. is a Phasic*
Jerry Shroat
Shield Editor Jerry Shroat
preardent of the Neamati Club an.
the International' Relations Club
He was assistant editor of thr
Shisid la_sr year. He is A membe:
of Scabbard and Blade and ri
celved a Distinguished Militat
Student assard Shroat is a sense
from Murray and is majoriag
political science and history.
earl-mars of the Student Or
D.rtm;-,
• • hesitieseedue Sion rts .
••••••••••••••- -•••
Ri.th Ann Vaughn
Ruth Ar.n Vaught,. senior. Hawes--
sine. is a histor) major. She was
president of SNEA last year and
I. mem!. r of Alpha Ph. Gamma.
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HEN TURKEYS
LAB BACON
WITH THE
WEFT SMOKE TASTE
SLICE TN( TH-k
YOU PREFER
WHOLE
HALF I.9Ib
or c
So much like
home-made!
NEW
wiss ..Miss
FROZEN
FRUIT
PIES
TOPPY BACON
BACON PSIEV IS7USSI
GROUND BEEF
FRYERS.
FIELD'S
GRADE A
WHOLE
Sausage 2 it•L
2 FOR 49c
•
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EMPIRE 391% DUCKS
39
cb
591cb
391
251% - Quails, Chuckers
LONG
ISLAM)
These Prices Good Thru
NOVEMBER 21 st.
WE WILL BE CLOSED
THANKSGIVING DAY
89! Pheasants, FRESH Dressed
mvms bass
FROZEN PIES
MINCE MEAT
& PUMPKIN
ea
303 CAN - STOKELY'S
PUMPKIN
2 FOR 25c
CRANBERRY SAUCEocE AN SPRAY — — — 19°
CHERRY SAUa -------------26
DEL MONTE PEAS .19c
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS A SPARAGUS300.25°
NIBLETTS CORN .19°
CRUSHED PINEAPPLE DEL moNTE - — No 2 con 29c
OSAGE PEACHES _ _ 25'
FRUIT COCKTAIL
HUNTS PEARS
APPLE SAUCE
SPICED PICKLED PEACHES _
SALAD DRESSING MIRACLE WHIP
PINWHEEL COOKIES
HI-HO CRACKERS  
MINCE MEAT NONE SUCH
LEMON CREME COOKIES _
R-WAY SWEET PICKLES 
POLISH DILLS 
— — — — — No. 2! can
HUNTS
MUSSELMAN'S
NABISCO
STOKLEY'S
2! glass jar —
300 can 19°
300 .19°
229
29°
Quart 49°
 39°
10 oz. pkg.
Strietrnann's
— 20-oz. —
25c
29c
_ 35c
Quart 39c
1/2 c.i. 49c
PA, . • • -
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TOMS 16 to 24
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11:4115 119
DRESSED
HENS
CELERY
LETTUCE
CARROTS
49c
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pkg.
31
stalk 19c
19
10
CAULIFLOWER 29c
BROCCOLI bunch 39c
POUND
CRANBERRIES 19c
PINT
MUSHROOMS 59c
POUND
RED GRAPES 10c
BANANAS lb. 10cPINT
Brussels Sprouts 39c
ARTICHOKES 25c
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about the affects upon the nearby
American markets for low grade
feeder cattle and the depletion of
Mexican breeding herds—It seems
to me to be an excellent outlet
for surplus American feed grains.
Mexico, like a great part of the
Western United States, is already
feeling the pinch of water short-
age. In my short trip I saw many •
dry irrigation ditches, silted-up
reservoirs and abandoned farm
homes. The fear of water shortage
is already more acute for 
many
people than the fear of atomic
weapons.
Mental Health
In Kentucky Today
By Harold L. McPbeeters M.D.
4 Commissioner
: Kentucky Department'
of Mental Health
We are often asked a hat is the
relationship between mental health
and religion.
In actuality each man has some
spiritual relationship to God. This
is a persor.al kind of relationship
andis different for each person.
Most people develop this relation-
ship through a church. The form
of worship and the individual be-
liefs may-vary, but man's relation-
ship to God helps him find mean-
ing in his existence now and after
death.
Since reit-peas-life is a part of
every marts existence, it is import-
ant that We ecognue it as 'also part
of good mental health. Thus, con-
trary to what people have some-
times mistakenly thought, religion
and psychiatry- are not in opposi-
tion to each other.
Both repg.cin and mental health
are concerned with t,he -whole"
person, not just a part. Both con-
sider love as the highest inter-
personal value: both are concern-
ed with reducing suffering and an-
xiety as well as supporting the per-
son in such experiences. Many
psychiatrists are deeply religious
and Fount heavily upon religious
resources in helping their patient.
A few clergsmen are also psychia-
trists. and mary clergymen sag-
guest to their members that they
get help from psychiatric resour-
In addition 4- "having" a re-
lationship with his God, a men-
tally- healthy person should have
a solid and realistic -understand-
ing" of this relationship.
Being religious does not mean
that a person will be spared all
tragedies or he.artbreaks, and via_
viously a devout person may get
sick physically and emotianlly. A
religious person. however. will
have spiritual strengths and faith
. -to help lum when there are such
OCta31011S.
A mentally healthy person real-
izes that he must not use God or
his church simply to justify what
be war:4 to do This of.9.n naPpeas
with ernotiona14-disturbed people.
An extreme example would be a
man who believes that God wants
him to destroy certain individuals
whom he personally dislikes. Sim-
ilarly, groups sometimes may prose-
cute other groups in the name of
their church or their God.
A mentally healthy person real-
izes too that while fellowship 0:
members is an important part of
church and religious life, it does.
not -in itself" establish a man
relationship to God.
A person must realise that for
good mental health he must par-
ticipate in the activities of his
church in more than just a pass
he, spectator. receiving way. He
can participate' to help the chute 
become an effective force for It
man betterment in the common::
and an institution from which it
members may benefit.
a.
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Gabcir looks confident in Nealt
York with her 4th ant news
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he's her IfUlt.. lies Harbert I
Hutner. St board chats.
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FARM FACTS
FARMING — SOUTH OF THE
BORDER. A ten-day triP4 through
the heart of Mexico does not quali-
fy one to speak as an expert on
Mexican agriculture but it does
make a vivid impression on the
mind of one interested in people
and farming. I have just returned
from such a trip and want to share
my impressions about our southern
neighbors and friends with you.
Two things stand out in my mind
about Mexican farming—its prim-
itiveness and its dependence upon
water. Mexico is still dependent
upon the burro. There, the burro
is man's best friend and agricul-
ture literally moves on the back
of that friendly animal. In rural
Mexico the burro serves as the
family car, especially to tranaport
papa and the kids, even if mama
walks. It is the farm truck to haul
his hay, deliver his crops to market
and do all the essentials perform-
ed in the U. S. A. by gas and elec-
trical power. In the three thousand
miles I traveled by tr.in, bus and
car in Mexico I never saw one piece
of modern machinery, although I
am sure that in some areas agri-
culture might be, and probably is,
competitive with its American
counterpart.
South of Mexrco City I passed
through a productive agricultural
area with excellent rice, sugar
cane and cotton, but, man, burro
and ox were the only visible source
of power. Rice was being cradled
by hand, threshed with a flail and
hauled on the backs of burros.
Primitive plows were being drawn
by oxen. For the lack of fences,
herds of cows and flocks of goats
and sheep were being tended by
men and boys. There has been lit-
tle change in agricultural methods
since bklical days. There is a tre-
aloadovis waste of labor by our
standards but with the laek of
capital and jobs their primitive
methods provide means of livlihood
for a large part of their population.
The drought in Mexico during the
past season had been terrific. We
saw thousands of acres of corn
and beans, the M.xican staff of
life, that won't make a bushel per
acre. Normally poor pastures were
even poorer than normal and farm
experts were fearful of the future.
Thousands of head of thin cattle
are being forced on the market
and live-stock men were worried
t WIN A LIVING HOUN DOG!
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of Hush Puppies
for MEN
61 to 13
From..
for YOUTHS
and BOYS
to to 2;
2; to 6
for WOMEN
4 to 11
From . . .
$995 $795 & $895 $895
Trim-Top Slipons, or Tie Style ,of Featherweight
Pigskin with Steel Shanks
TOP OFF HIS CHRISTMAS
1 WITH HUSH PUPPIES CASUALS
Whoa he lifts the lid from the Hush Puppies
bcx, he'll fled a carton full of comfort! Cush-
ion crepe sole Hash Puppies weigh less than
12-ounces each Wet a little more than the
t-low on the Christmas tree. They're made
of soft, supple, breathin' brushed pigskin. An
o,„casional brushing keeps them clean as
raw. The cost is coattortati.e, toot Styles for
ow and boys.
Hush
Puppies'
BRA•D
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CA:VA: SHOES BY WC z
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HIDE-AWAY KFANELS
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-Register for YOlIf
FREE BASSET HOUND
with a pedigree a "mile-long"i
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Come in and Register, now!
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LOOK AT THE COLORS
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• Riverbed (Brown)
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• Houn Dawg (Dk.
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• Sage Brush (Tun)
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Hush Puppies' representative, Mr. Travis
Greer, will be in our store to demonstrate
the exclusive features of Breathin' Brush-
ed Pigskin used
Puppies.
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ounces. Four widths; wemens sizes 34, How do
you like them apples?
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Boaz Found Cambod ins 'Simple, Delightful People'
as
TRADITION IN ART. Prof. William Boaz, art division, admires a Cambodian "Buddha cloth" whichthe brought back to Murray when he returned to the faculty this fall. Buddha Cloths are hand-wovenIn tambodia, each silk thread being dyed individually as it is loomed. They tell stories of Buddha andhis life, and have muchipr,liglous and legendary significance.
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WHAT Rag mArrevrn 'he relaxed And in that nym"nt 
elltrne end (*tined clearly ',lard
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sivelv at • London airport to meet
he oanee Maori. a Holmes iliV!. so 'as Mt react
lego been sport two years while ne
was .on Mediaes In ghte U S. &Nei
sto long s tune did Maurice still
have the slime affection for tier!
• 
, Wireinins net eyes tor • sight o.
Maurice as the first passengers de- 
pea the other that ne wort them
A he reaehea the pa v emen' 
quite cone ,need in net own
oerkec from the plans. Kate was 
mini-; hat it was Mni:rice not
bovvivo 0,e, viciously by ii, at). [tit man was turning anti 
leap- sho,„..,hg wrist to say oi floy, to
Immo, dog Sprawled on the ground ing desperately for the door
at, was eons-loos .)t being hit co, 
greet-him. rhere Ana ni , sense
th. side of ner head. and then 
lie reitehell It, and pusned it „ vie ws) vie was 
oc„,, i ,...g.
Pla• saes, ramp over her. • , ,
When she regained constuommess,
• yuung doctor Mike Kennet') was
attending her. Looking around oer
Ma, thought was Maurice There
was no sign ot Mal, after • searvii
proved he was nowhere at /he air-
port even though he had r*e'n list:
ed as • passenger on if, piss,
Kennedy drove Kate to tier norm.—
where she found her dusk ransack
el and Mauriee's letters stolen.
Kennedy came to her aid try
ar•storratla private delta tive Inman should put you to sleep tor 1
'D°H I Put " " II:1" ' 
heIntroducing a man she recognize telt the body go limp. "That
as the Hon. ft. hard Rollison do
as 'the Toff.- who sow believes twenty minutes Or so,- he said,
called in a Whisper.
that Kate fell victim to a consfaraFy
to prevent her meeting Maurice. "but I'd better 
make sure who Maurice seldom 
v. i ,
you are." " 
but there seemed nothing re-
id i hands into the markahle 
about the turtivene3s
CHAPTER 7
WHEN Richard R
ollison dial- other's pockets, and took out 
no,A He naa missed ner--per-
ed his Gresham Terrace the Unita' oddments - and 
the ' naps actually avoided tier --at
flat, the bell had hardly started unusual .32 
automatic pistol the airport, and 
now ne naci
to ring before he was answered from the hip 
pocket. rpup 
here late at night.
by his man, Jolly: "This is the He took out 
a wallet and Could he have been 
here before.
, Honorable Richard Kollisons 
some letters, thrust these Into I 
for those letters? What could
residence." his own pocket then 
straight- he possibly want from them?
"Hallo, Jolly," Rollison said ened up. He 
dragged the other The door opened wide!, and
briskly. "This job isn't at all Inside, closed 
the door. and went , she whispered back. "No one
uninteresting, and it will stop to the foot of the stairs. He 
will see us. Why mustn't we
heard no sound. have the light?"
He hurried tip the stairs, "Just a minute." he urged.
watching every landing and She felt quite Sure Of one
every shadow cautiously, know- , thing. he was scared She heard
ing that the man who had come his heavy, agitated 
breathing.
in here might have heard the He was moving so slowly, 
too,
struggle downstairs and be , as if ne teared that there 
was
waiting rsady to pounce or someone else in the room -or
shoot - or might be In Kate else, someone on his neeis.
LowsonS flat.
• • • 
Could that be it? Was he being
followed?
KATE thought, in n 
strangely He was at the foot of the
calm moixl, that Dr Ken- bed when she 
realized for the
nedy had really given her a first time that it 
wasn t Mast.
drug which worked wonders. rice. This 
man wasn't tall
Five minutes after taking it
and a glass of hot milk, her
anxiety seemed to ease.
He needeo aeverru seconds
start -and ni tactici-ic stier
'Yea! she neard.
'Yea halt '
-She- SITIRiternersett up ,n ry-cl
vagisly
open as Robison caught up with 1 but there seemed nothinc she
him in a flying tackle-. ! could do abaut it. She waited
The man crasiied against the 101 the door to a, .
door /Willson Knocked nis Kneel When it dal. the room 
,,,wonn
painfully, winced, but did not , was in UltirtheSS ot coursc She
le' it deter htni. He Knelt over , conk, ilt make out laic ennpe
MS victim, lifted the mans head ,,,i a man a nea, 
anti ah„10....,1a
in his nands, and oanged it as she stretcned out to switch
sharply on the stone step He on the bedside Itght.
eft
me from getting rusty if noth-
ing else. There's an outside
chance that it might be wise to
watch Miss Lov.son's apart-
ment. Will you telephone Eb-
butt, get a couple of his chaps
laid oil, and then come here un-
til they can take over?"
"Immediately, sir," answered
Jolly. "Is there any special
thing to look out tor?"
"I'd just like to be sure she
doesn't have any visitors," Rol-
lison said.
He rang off on Jolly 's assur-
ances, hesitated, then walked to
the spot from which he could
see along Gillivry Street. He
Stood staring along It for 
fully
five minutee. not sure 
tie
felt on edge, yet anxious to
make sure that the girl was not
left unattended.
Then he saw two men walk
along .the street and turn into
Number IT, or a house very
close by. One of them went 
in-
to the house; the other 
stayed
outside.
Rollison turned Into the street,
walking on the other side. of the
road. Ile saW the man by 
the
; porch staring towards 
him.
, Number 17 was 
between two
, street lamps and there 
was very
little light. Rollison passed the
man, and out of the corner 
of
his eyes saw that the other was
wearing a hat pulled low 
over
his forehead so that It was 
dif-
ficult to see his face.
Holliston strode or as If he
had not noticed the 
man,stind
drew level with him. Ile 
could
Imagine the other's relief, couid
imagine the v, 
c.n
enough.
All the false calm vanished,
f3be opened her mouth to
She was yawning when she scream, but her 
voice died. She
gut into bed. She turned off too-raised her. hands In 
front of her, 
light, sure that she would be and the man dung himself 
for-
asleep In five minutes. There
was no sound, and it was very
dark up liere.
She heard a sound outside It
did not worry her, only puzzled
her.
She heard the sound again
What was It?
She stared at the door. There
1A'as no sound for at least a
ward.
But for one thing, she would
have had no chance at all to
save herself The one thing was
the narrow gap between the bed
and the a-all: the man could
not be MI swift as he wanted
to. Kate struck out at him, and
her nails scratched his nand.
She tried to snatch up the
minute, and she began to think lamp 'row the 
dressing table,
that she had been imagining but it 
slipped and fell. She
things when she heard an on- thrust het 
hands out asgatti to
mistakable creak not tar from fend him oft. and felt the 
nails
the door. o. tier right 
hand scratch his
She thought: Perhaps It t• Nee: then 
suddenly he was up-
Maurice. She lay still, her heart on her, p
ushing her brick on to
beating faster. If it were Mau- the bed, hands groping 
for her
rice, why Phut he come In no fur- throat.
lively? Who else had a key? . She sr 
reamed.
Then she heard the handle 01 His 
hands faxtened round her
the floor turn. Any other night, 
throat with 'mitt. tlgtUtiess,
she would hsve. ̀ i9ern terrified, and 
she 'knew that. he was go-
but that Indirepd calm was upon Mg to 
kill Per
hoe. Rhe rn ore (To R^ 
a eirreniej
s .
Prof. William G. Boaz, though rsot a new faculty
member, certainly has acquired scene new ideas since
he was last on the MSC campus two and one-ihalf
years: ago. Prof. Boaz has recently returned to Murray
after a leave of absence spent in Camlbcidia participat-ing In a project sponsored by the International
Coope-ation Adeninistration.
The new elementary school program project in
Cambodia was administered by the Unitarian Service
Committee, Inc., a non-sectarian organization that aids
underprivileged peoples.
Prof. Boaz was in charge of art instruction, which,
because of its creative nature, is considered one of the
starting points in introducing new ideals and ideas.
He found that all forms of artistic expression in Cam-
bodia reflected little of the native culture, as French
cultural patterns had been taught when the country
was a French colony.
Using the 'Western concept of the study of nature and
errvironmerst to teach art, Prof. Boaz had them intro-
du',.' Laster!' mythology, folklore and religion to their
art after learning the basic skills of expression. He
was amazed at how little most of the students knew
ablaut their own country: field-trips to acquaint them.
as well as Prof. Boa; with pre-French Cambodian art
were taken to familiarize students and _teacher with.
Cambodia.
Prof. Boaz used mostly painting, drawing, and sculp-
ture in his teaching program, and his students also
panted murals :or the school cafeteria and the audi-
torium. ann painted the school.
Prof. Roaz found the Cambodians to be simple. de-
lightful people, more corcerned with the possibility
of trott:ile in Thialand and Vietnam than with the •
Communists in neighboring Laos. Because of the
dc • dorser of jungle isetween Csmbodia and Laos.
they have little contact with that country, but they '
have had frequent contacts with Thialand and Viet- ,
nam, moat of which were unpleasant.
In addition to the new ideas he brought back from
Cambodia. Prof. Poaz also reurned with a wife. the I
former Miss Angelina Kemper, who was also working
for the Cooperative Administration in Cambodia.
.. from tire College 5e,:e7
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NOW YOU KNOW
By United Press International •
Every Thoroughbred •horse in
existence traces its ancestry as.
one of three British sir, .the
stalLivas .Paleg Arabian, Byerly
turk and Godolphin Bait, accord-
ing to Collier's Encylopedia.
NANCY
FARM BUREAU
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Do Farmers Get $7 Billion In
Sudsidies?
By J. E. STANFORD
Frequently you'll see a publish-
ed statement to the effect that
"farmers get $7 billion in USDA
money," which leads many urban
people to think that farmers get
one or more subsidy cheeks each
month the year rolls around. Very
often this misleading statement
causes the reader to get only one-
seventh of the story and the truth.
The plain truth, is that the'
farmer gets only a fraction over
$1 billion of the $7 billion that
goes into this USDA budget. Many
Kentuckians have never read or
been told the real truth about
this budget and go on believing
the farmers of the nation are get-
ting 1;7 billion yearly instead of
one-seventh of that amount.
Under section V of khe budget,
such items as the Conservation
Payments, Sugar Act Program,
Agricultural Conservation, and the
Feed Grain Program, totaling
slightly over $1 billion, are the
only direct benefit farmers receive
of the entire budget.
The remaining $8 billion bene-
fits all U. S. citizens directly or
indirectly. These include such items
Ji Mod control, meat inspection,
national forests, a special foreign
program, and payments to state for
such things as lunch programs and
experiment stations. Item III of the
30 salted farm budget includes
loans to organizations who pay in-
terest on money borrowed, there-
fore. is not an expense to the tax-
payer as income to farmers.
Almost $3 billion orth`e so-cill-
ed farmers budget goss , to the
Commodity Credit Carporatiork
This includes money for such thine
as famine relief, milk for the
Speetal milk program, and feed for
migratory water fowl.
Over $1.5 billion was spent on
the Foreign Assistance Program.
Of this amount 111.040,319•000 war
used for Public Law 480.
The story herein recited is not
an attempt to justils more sub-
sidies nor is it an effort to com-
pare farming to other subsidized
businesses. Our main objective is
to give facts in defense of the
farmer who so often is charged
with getting seven times mare
subsidy money than he ever „At
or dreamed of getting. The facts
of this matter should be carried
to the Farm-City Week meetings
to be held in Kentucky in Novem-
ber. It should be very helpful to
better relations between urban and
rural people.
SUPPORT YOUR UNITED FUND
GIVE THE UNITED WAY
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer fo veste•-i•••• • •
ACROSS
vol,eno
1-Swine 9-The self
4-Repruduo- ill. Armed
Ova eel!
11-Iferfigi• 11 ii.olland
sheep eommuns12- Eggs 16-cooklag
12-Slang utensil
l4-To randMis 1$-Kind of WeIS-Spotted 20-High priest
of Israel
performance 22 hn high
23-To hesitate
gist's wire 24-Pronoun
21 - lava 26 LatInathy22. Mine 11,1.1
Cffiyance 28-!'rells: not25-tri,,;e's high 29_1,,,rtalsineiNfter ironIn-Vnhelty 10-Roman31 -To show
32-Fret ted magistrate
- est it:
ord ehlorids
35-Rodent 13-iiittar vetch
26. Period of 35-Cer•morties
time 39-The erne.37 ,Japanese
rnetti-ore
31 itri,
N”14liers
41 -Crony
42-To Jog •
45 a orld
111nd
141.1o:items
measure
45 Pei, ter's
eleaiiiie
47 - II i r
T.:
01:12111 .
60-To lit,
mistaken
i; 'olidetised
moisture
62-Taut
63-At all
DOWN
1-Seed
container
12-Yehow hog!
2-Opening
4-Transtrettron
6-Kin or
RP 'ha'
7-1Iati th;ips
51-Ile sat
52-t!nrifie.lernia
g•nerut
44 -.1.:ueoulitersd 54-511.-aolov..
46-To liquefy 52 -Sea .a I*
48-To ponder +7.6-T,, esa.ay
42-To spread for lodelinit•
drying
tin.'
41 -To
tree
I / 3 A
.84.
• 5
t 2 :g:13 ric:.14
tit? :.:.§:::MIIIINIKall.110
4
W.*
Mir*if
..•
6
:::
2
1?
313 40
:
41
42 ,14.„...
VW
43 ..4.1
• • '••:i • .,
5 46
•:•:.
47
49 SO 51 - 52 7'153 54 55 e,
57 ,-el .59 : 
'.•53
o..)
61 ' '62
_
• -
.57 UlUI Ceatlifi Syndical., ite. 13
pt t.t its
--
LOOK CHARLiE
BROWN I 60T,
A NEW BAS69ALL
BAT FOR MY
BiRTHDAV!
I CAN 14 ARDLYY U)1-(0'5 NAME
LUNT FOR NEXT IS ON IT.,
5EASON TO / MICKE./AANTLE?
TRY 17 OUT! L(FILLIE MAY1512.,
Nils&
IT WS," RACHEL CARSON'
1:f!tY!!'111:
AUNT FRITZ! MAKES
ME DO HOUSEHOLD
CHORES EVERY DAY
SHE'S OUT, BUT
SHE LEFT A NOTE
LIL' ABNER
NOEL CO\tJSHED
EAVESDROPS ON THE
13055 AND HIS SECRETARY
CHATTING OYER TEA.
WE MADE
A NEAT
PROFIT
ON SOME
SILLY
AMERICANS,
AGAINVN
ABBIE AN' SLATS
CU ITE re-- WE INSURED '79
DOGPATCH BACHELORS, FOR
MILLION APIECE, AGAINST
GETTING MARFI1ED -ON
NOVEMBER
17th.
THE LULU BELLE IS SHIPSHAPE
AN' READY FOR ACTION, CREW.
WE'RE GOIN' T' MAKE HER
0' THE RIVER LIKE
SHE WAS
WHEN I WAS
A PUP.'
OH,S1R, !! NOVEMBER 17th
IS SADIE HAWK11.15
DAV, IN DGGPATC H.r9-
THOSE BACHELORS
MARRY LIKE FLIES
ti•,3
arra..
• c•••"..„,,,
by Ernie ON•Irsasir
by Al CV.
•••••
FIRST WE GOT T'ROUND UP
ALL THEM OLD PERFORMERS
WHO USED T'RIDE THE RIVER
BOATS. ANYBODY
GOT ANY IDEAS Z
4114NrAito
0.4 U S Pot . -Al ••••••••Cow. in; by
br 'Rashers YEN Bowan
WHY NOT ADVERTISE THAT'LL (3.0 IT.
IN ONE OF THOSE GET STAR-7ED,
PAPERS THAT'RE SLATS-YOU Nfiw
READ BY THEATRE BEIN' TA! ENT Saul
FOLKS 2 O THE LULU,
RE.-LE
•.• • t'Alr
my impressions about our southern
neighbors and friends with you.
Two things stand out in my mind
about Mexican farming—its prim-
itiveness and its dependence upon
water Mexico is still dependent
upon the burro. There, the burro
is man's best friend and agricul-
ture literally 11101re4 on the back
of that friendly animal. In rural
Mexico the burro serves as the
fannly car, especially to transport
papa and the kids, even if mama
walks. It is the farm truck to haul
his hay, deliver his crops to market
and do all the essentials perform-
ed in the U. S. A. by gas and elec-
trical power. In the three thousand
miles I traveled by train, bus and
car in Mexico I never saw one piece
of modern machinery, although I
am sure that in some areas agri-
culture might be, and probably is,
competitive with its American
counterpart.
South of Mexico City I passed
through a productive agricultural
area with excellent rice, • sugar
cane and cotton, but, man, burro
and ox were the only visible source
of power. Rice was being cradled
by hand, threshed with a flail and
hauled on the backs of burros.
Primitive plows were being drawn
by oxen. For the lack of fences,
herds of cows and flocks of goats
and sheep were being tended by
men and boys. There has been lit-
tle change in agricultural methods
since biblical days. There is a tre-
uiendous waste of labor by our
standards but, with the lack of
capital and jobs their primitive
methods provide means of livelihood
for a large part of their population.
The drought in Mexico during the
past season had been terrific. We
saw thousands of acres of corn
and beans, the M,xican staff of
life, that won't make a bushel per
acre. Normally poor pastures were
even poorer than normal and farm
experts were fearful of the future.
Thousands of head of thin cattle
are being forced on the market
and live-stock men were worried
•
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about the affect-s upon the nearby
American markets for low grade
feeder cattle and the depletion of
Mexican breeding herds—It seems
to me to be an excellent outlet
for surplus American feed grains.
Mexico, like a great part of 
the
Western United States, is 
already
feeling the pinch of water 
short-
age. In my short trip I saw 
many (ie.
dry irrigation ditches, 
silted-up
reservoirs and abandoned farm
homes. The fear of water 
shortage
is already more acute 
for many
people than the fear of atomic
weapons.
WIN A LIVING HOUN DOG
doggondest 4/c,
p ro m
ever1 I
. . . and see our Merry Family
of Hush Puppies
for MEN for YOUTHS
61 to 13
From . . .
$995 $795 & $895
and BOYS
io to 2;
2; to 6
for WOMEN
4 to 11
From . . .
$895
Trim-Top Slipons, or Tie Style of Featherweight
Pigskin with Steel Shanks
TOP OFF HIS CHRISTMAS
WITH HUSH PUPPIES CASUALS
When he rifts the Td from the Rush PuppTes
box, he'll fad a C 3: ton full of comfort! Cush-
ion crepe sole Hush Puppies weigh less than
12-ouncas each (lust a little mote than the
snow on the Christmas tree) They're made
of soft, supple, breathin' brushed pigskin. An
occasional brushing keeps them clean asr.z.v. The cost is comfortable, lid svies forIasi aid boy&
•
lii
Puppies'
PUPPY from
IIIDE-AWAY KENNELS
2559 Alturia
Memphis, Tenn.
a.
and
*Register for Your
FREE BASSET HOUND
with a pedigree a "mile-lonel Agit ;
.411:$01404
No obligation...nothing to buy
Come in and Register, now!
Bush Puppiati
t A
DREAMS' BRUSHED PIGSKIN CASUAL SHOES BY WOLVERINE'.
LOOK AT THE COLORS
• Stampede (Lt. Green)
• Riverbed (Brown)
• Gun Smoke (Grey)
• Noun' Dawg ( Dk.
Beige)
• Sage Brush (Tan)
• Pale Face (Lt. Beige)
Hush Puppies' representative, Mr. Travis
Greer, will be in our store to demonstrate
the exclusive features of Breathire Brush-
ed Pigskin used
Puppies.
every pair of Hush
REGISTER
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NOVEMBER 16th and 17th
Drawing will be held Saturday Night, Nov 17th
at 5 o'clock. You need not be present to win.
4.
HERE'S THE PICK OF NE CROP IN FALL eglnai
Here's a harvest of color—a burner crop of this
most coofortable casuals you ever saw is a peck
of new Fall styles. Cared Hush Puppies! Ma:le of
soft, supple, water resistant Firkin. A few strokes
an ordinary wire brush keeps :'een clean as new.
"I't fad( cushion crepe sole shoe weighs less than 12-
cances. Four widths. women's sizes 3-11. How do
you like them apples?
I Hush
Puppies
PPTurp p
t?
•
106 Solt'h 5th SIIII S".SMIlliurray‘, Dial 7513 11-2414 Ea a
e
'.5
.00
r• •
.--et-trewlmwevievallialliker;‘riewrev.wws
•
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Mental Health
In Kentwky Today
By Harold L. MePheeters M.D.
Commissioner
/ Kentucky Department,
of Mental Health
S.
We are often asked a hat is the
relationship between mental health
and religion.
In actuality each man has some '
spiritual relationship to God. This ;
is a personal kind of relationship
andii different for each person.
Most people develop this- relation-
ship through a church. The form
of worship .and the individual be-.• lids may vary, but man's relation-
ship to God helps him find mean-
ing in his existence now and after
death.
Since religious life is a part of
every man's existence. it is import-
ant that se ecognize n as also part
of good mental health. Thus. con-
trary. to what
times mistakenl 
people have some-
y thought, religion
and psychiatry
tion to each ot 
are not in oppoa-
her.
Both religion and mental health I
are concerned with the -whole"
person. not just a part. Both con-
sider love as the highest inter-
personal value:
ed with reduein
both are concern-
g suffering and an-
xiety as well as
on in such
supporting the per-
experiences. Many
psychiatrists are deeply religious
and count heavily upon religious
resources in helping their patient.
A few clergymen are also psychia-
traits. and many clergymen sug-
guest to their members that they
get help from paychiatric 
. _
resour-
ces.
▪ In addition to -having" a re-
lationship with his God, a men-
tally healthy person should have
• a solid and realistic "understand-
• ing" of this relationship.
Being rertgious does not mean
that a person will be spared all
tragedies -or heartbreaks. _an_cLob-
viiiiel: a devout person may get
sick physically and eisotianlly. A
religioa person. however, will
have spiritual strengths and faith
• to help him when there are such
occasions. .
A mentally healthy person real-
izes that he must not use God or
his church simply to juFtify what
he wi•nts t.) do. This ofti.n nappens
with emotionaEy-disturbed people.
An extreme example would be a
man who believes that God wants
him to destroy certain individuals
whom he personally dislikes. Sim
ilarly, groups sometimes may prose
cute other groups in the name of
their church or their God.
FARM FACTS
FARMING — SOUTH OF THE
BORDER. A ten-day trip through
the heart of Mexico does not quali-
fy one to speak as an expert on
Mexican agriculture but it does
make a vivid impression on the
mind of one interested in people
and farming. I have just returned
from such a trip and want to share
A mentally healthy person real-
izes too that while fellowship of
members is an important part of
church and religious life, it does
not "in itself" establish a man's
relationship to God.
A person must realize that for
good mental health he must par-
ticipate in the activities of his
church in more than just a pass-
ive, spectator, receiving way He '
can participate to help the church '
become an effective force for hu-
man betterment in the community
and an institution from which its
members may benefit.
4TH AND LAST — Elm Els 1'
:Gabor looks confident in New
York with her 4th and new•
est husband as dm declares
hies ler last. He's Herbert 1
Elubsee, IC bowed chats.
OnS. eiseasaseactsdoer
THE LEDGER & IMES
HAS
GOT 1111
satim-cogoNA
IVL(/V ADDING MACHINES
FROM $129.50
THE LEDGER & TIMES
OFFICE SUPPLY
DEPARTMENT
 ..Miegehaavetevevielaw-
• I-
.10
a
S
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States, is already
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ditches, silted-up
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of water shortage
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Kat. le, a a Sa l?
trivet), at • London airport to meet
he, itance Usuil, Hutmett flte4
gap 1...esi apart tWc- years While be
we% al Woman in the U & Uhl
,4,ng a time did Maurice still
have the same affection for her7
Stratums net eyes tot s eight cr.
Maurice as the first passenger/ de-
barker' from the Diane. Kate was
bow tea over viciously by as Ar-
genta. rlog Sprawled on the ground
sh• eras come loos of being hit if
no side at her head and then
big anew Carrie over tier.
When she regained consciousness
• young doctor Mike Kenner!) was
attending her. Looking around ner
hist thought was Maurice There
was no sign ot him. After • search
proved he was nowhere at the air-
port even thoush he had need list-
ed as • passenger on the plane
Kennedy drove Kate to net born.-
there she found her desk ransack
lel and Mauriee's letters stolen.
 came to her Gad by 
CHAPTER 7
WHEN Richard Rollison 
dial-
ed nis Gresham Terrace
flat, the bell flail hardly started
to ring before he was answered
by his man, Jolly: -This is the
Honorable Richard Rollison's
residence.-
"Hallo, Jolly," Rollison said
briskly. -This job isn't at all
uninteresting, and It will stop
me from getting rusty it noth-
ing else. There's an outside
chance that It might be wise to
watch Miss Lowson's apart-
ment. Will you telephone Eb-
butt, get a couple of his chaps
laid on, and then come here un-
til they can take over?"
"Immediately, sir," answered
Jolly. "Is there any special
thing to look out for?"
"I'd just like to be sure she
doesn't have any visitors," Rol-
neon said.
He rang of! on Jolly's assur-
ances. hesitated, then walked to
the spot from which he 
could
see along GillIvry Street. 
He
stood staring along It for 
fully
OW- Minutes, not *ore 
why he
felt on edge, yet anxious 
to
make sure that the gal was 
not
left unattended. •
Then he saw two men walk
along the street and turn into
Number 17, or a house very
close by. One of them went in-
to the house; the other 
stayed
outside.
Roklison turned into the street,.
walking on the other side of the
4 road. lie Saw the man 
by the
, porch staring 
towards hlm.
, Number 11 was 
between two
h street lamps and there 
was very
little light. Rollison passed 
the
man, and out of the corner 
of
his eyes saw that the 
other was
wearing a hat pulled low 
over
his forehead so that it 
was dif-
ficult to see his (ace.
Rollison strode as. as If 
he
had not noticed the 
marl, and
drew level with him. He 
could
Imagine the other's relief, 
could
imagine the verv renntoset when
THURSDAY NO \ EMI:Lk 15, 1962 ?N I LEDGER & TIMES  — MURRAY, KY.
Boaz Found Cambod lans 'Simple, Delightful People'
TRADITION IN ART Prof. William Boaz, art division; admires a Cambodian "Buddha cloth" which*he brought back to Murray when he returned to the faculty this fall. Buddha cloths are hand-wovenin Cambodia, each silk thread being dyed individually as it is loomed. They tell stories of Buddha andhis life, and have much religious and legendary ligniticance.
- - - - -
FA New JOIN GIASEY Thriller
RORK
HAT AS NAP P VIP O 1 he relaxed And in thet 
mement elbow and eaglet] cleerts !Ise
Itollibutt apt.. ii outitl .1.110.1.110Uarit: tt:c I.
,ab the toad. 'Yea! she neard
He needeo several seconis 'Yes fotte '
start -ano fits tactics- 701 Sat tintrpbsurTieraett 
e.sa
tied the other thrit ne won them quite COnvinCed in net 
.ass,
A ne reached the paitenteir mind hat it was Mat:rice not
tto man was turning and leap- Knowing what to say on now to
tng desperately for the door greet nim. There wasni sense
He reached it, and posited it „ the yea) she 
was „et,
open as Hollison caught up with
him in a flying tackle.
The man crashed against the
door itulliaon andeked ins Knee
painfully, winced, but did not
lel it deter him. He Knelt over
vagti:ly
but there seemed nothing she
could clo ab.aUt it. She Waited
tot the dour to
When it dui. the room beyond
was in ditinness ot coursc She
could lust make out the enalie
his victim lifted the man a head oi a man s neaa and snouis- es
in insnands, and oangea it as she stretched out to switch
Kennedy sharply on the stone step. tie, on the bedside light.
tnto,durine • man site recognized
as the Hon. Ks-hard Rollison Oa 
tell the body go limp. -That 
i 
"Doh t pot Os o It9r11 ' he
arsiorretk private detettive known should putt you to sleep tor ,
as the Toff.- who now believes 
.. called in a whisper.
twenty minutes or so, he said,
to prevent her meeting Maurice. "but'f'd better 
make sure who ' Maurice 
seldom whisperoa,that Kate fell victim to • conspiracy
you are." 
but there seemed nothing re-
tie slid his hands Into the 
markahle about the furtiveness
other's pockets, and took out 
ricrA He flail missed her-per-
the usual oddments - and the 
naps actually avoided her- -at
Unusual .32 automatic pis
tol, the airport, and now ne nad
from the hip pocket. 
erelt, Up nere late at night.
He took out a wallet and 
!Could he have been nere before.
sonic letters, thrust these into 
for those letters? What could
his sawn pocket, then straight. 
be possibly want from them?
ened up. He dragged the other The door 
opened wider, and
inside, closed the door, and went she whispered back: 
"No one
to the foot of the stairs. He will see us. 
Why mustn't we
heard no eound. have the light ?"
He hurried_ up the stairs,
watching every landing and
ti
S
Ii
"Just a minute," he urged.
She felt quite sure of one
every shad" cautiously, know- thing, ne was 
scared She heard
ing that the man who had come his heavy, 
agitated breathing.
in here might have heard the tie was moving 
so slowly, too,
struggle downstairs and be as if he feared that 
there was
waiting ready to pounce or someone else in 
the room ---or
shoot - or might be in Kate else, someone on 
his nerds.
Lowson's flat. Could that be it? Was 
he being
• • • followed?
fie was at the foot of the
bed When she realized tor the
Orst time that it
rice. This man
enough.
All the false calm vanished.
She opened her mouth to
scream, but her voice died. She
raised her hands in from of her,
and the man flung himself -for-
ward.
But for one thing, she would
have had no chance at all to
save herself The one thing was
the narrow gap between the bed
and the wall: the man could
not be as swift as he wanted
to Kate struck out at him, and
her nails scratched his hand.
She tried to snatch up the
lamp 'rum the dressing table,
that she had been. imagining but 
it slipped and fell. She
things when she heard an un-1,thrtist her 
hands out again to
mistakable creak not tar froth fend him oft, 
and felt the nails
the door. o. 
ner right hand scratch his
She thoUght: Peranpa ft's face: 
then suddenly he was up.
Maurice. She lay still, her heart o 
on her. pushing her bock n to
beating faster. If it were Mau- . the bed, 
hands groping tor her
rice, why had he come in so fur-
tively? Who else tied a key?
Then she heard the handle rut
the door turn. Any other night. 
throat •vith a nwful tight less.
she would nave been terrified, 
and she knew that he Was go-
but that Induced cairn 
MWas upon g to kill Per
',se. fiber steed herself. it' en ore 
(To 9- osentote..,ee at,erosr;
KATE thought, in a strangelyIN calm mood. that Dr Ken-
nedy had really given tier a
drug which worked wonders.
Five minutes after taking it
and a glass of hot milk, her
anxiety seemed to ease.
She was yawning when she
got into bed. She tOrtett oft the
light, sure that she would be
asleep in five Minutes. There
was no sound, and it was very
dark up here.
She heard a sound outside It
did not worry her, only puzzled
her.
She heard the 'sound again
What was it ?
She stared at the door. 'There
was no sound for at least a
minute, and she began to think
throat.
She streamed.
His name; tastened rourd her
wa.sn Kati-
wasn't tall
e,
•
•
Prof. Welbam G. Boaz, though not a new faculty
member, certainly has acquired some new ideas since
he -was last on the MSCs_caanpus two and one-half ,
yerars ago. Prof. Boaz has recently returned to Murray
after a leave of absence spent in Oarnlbodia -participat-
ing in a project sponsored by the International
Coope-ation Administration.
The new elementary school program project in
Cambodia was administered by the Unitarian Service
Committee, Inc.. a non-sectarian organization that aids
underprivileged peoples.
Prof. Boaz was in charge of art instruction, which,
because of its creative nature, is considered one of the
starting points in introducing new ideals and ideas.
He found that all forms of artistic expression in Cam-
bodia reflected little of the native culture, as French
cultural patterns had been taught when the country
was a French colony,.
Using the Westernconcept of the study of nature and
environment to teach art, Prof. Boaz had them intro-
du -e Eastern mythology folklore and religion to their
art after learning the basic skills of expression. He
was arilazed at how little most of the students knew
about their own country: field-trips to acquaint them,
as well as Prof. Boaz, with pre-French Cambodian art
were taken to familiarize students and teacher with
Cambodia.
Prof. Boaz used mostly painting, skewing, arid sculp-
ture in his teaching program, and his students also
painted murals ;or the school cafeteria and the audi-
torium, an6 painted the chool.
Prof. Boaz found the Cambodians to be simple, de-
lightful people, snore concerned with the possibility
of trou•Yo in Thialand and Vietnam than with the I
Communists In neighboring Laos. Because of the
de: L sorser oi jungle Ste ween Cambodia and Laos,
they have little contact with that country, but they '
have had frequent contacts with Thialand and Viet-
nam. most of which were unpleasant.
In addition to the new ideas he brought back from
Cambsdia. Prof. Boaz also - reurned with a wife, the
former Miss Angelina Kemper, who was also working
for the Cooperative Administration in Cambodia.
. . 1 r01111 the College Ices s.
NOW YOU KNOW • -
By United Press International
Every Thoroughbred horse in
existence nieces its ancestry to
one of three British sir, • the
stallsees Parley, Arabian, Byerly
Vtirk and Godolphin Barb, accord-
ing to Collier's Encylopedia.
FARM BUREAU
la •adAP
Itotodty Farosivnue Fedi I
posidt?nne 
rs Get $7 Billion In
Sud 
, Sy J. E. STANFORD
'Frequently you'll see a publish-
ed statement to the effect that
"farmers get $7 billion in USDA
money," which leads many urban
people to think that farmers get
one or more subsidy checks each
month the year rolls around. Very
often this misleading statement
causes the reader to get only one-
seventh of the story and the truth.
The plain truth, is that the
farmer get, only a fraction over
$1 billion of the $7 billitsn that
goes into this USDA budget-Many
Kentuckians have never read or
been told the real truth sabout
this budget and go on believing
the farmers of the nation are get-
iing 4;7 billion yearly instead of
one-seventh of that amount.
Under section V of the budget,
such items as the Conservation
Payments. Sugar Act Program,
Agricultural Conservation, and the
Feed Grain Program, totaling
slightly over $1 billion, are the
only direct benefit farmers receive
of the entire budget.
rhe remaining $6 billion bene-
fits all U. S. citizens directly or
indirectly. These inciude such items
as fiend control, meat inspection.
national forests, a special foreign
program, and payments to state for
such things as lunch programs and
experiment stations. Item III of the
so ealled farm budget includes
loans to organizations who pay in-.
terest on money borrowed, there-
fore, ie not an expense to the tax-
payer as income to farmers.
Almost Ss3 billion of the so-call-
ed farmers budget goes to the
Commodity Credit Corporation.
This includes money for such things
as famine relief, milk for the
special milk program, and feed for
migratory water fowl.
Over $1.5 billion was spent on
the Foreign Assistance Program.
Of this amouot $1.040,319,000 wad
'
used for Public LAW 480.
The etory herein recited is not
an attempt to justify more sub-
sidids nor is it an effort to com-
pare farming to other subsidized
businesses. Our main objective is
to give facts in defense of the
fanner who so often is charged
with getting seven times neve
subsidy money than he ever got
or dreamed of getting. The facts
of this matter should be careied
to the Farm City Week meetings
to be held in Kentucky in Novem-
ber. It should be very helpful to
better relations between urban and
rural people.
SUPPORT YOUR UNITED FUND
GIVE THE UNITED WAY
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-Swine
4- Re prod
live telt
5- rental.
sheep
12- Eggs
12-Slang
14-To ramble
15 -Spotted
47 - Renew t
pert of-Mance
19-Bacteriolo-
gist's wire
21 - Ccwled Lava
22-Stifle
Clarence
25-Giiiiiiri•s high
note
27- Viva. ity
31 -To allow
32-Fretted
14-51ketle
word
35-Rodent
36-Period of
-.1aluiriese
Measure
38- Brit!sh
soldier/
-Crony
42-TO jog
43-Underworld
10.1
44-1 iistallee
measure
45-Pelt-ter'.
measure
47- Marti-oat
494:ale-Iv
:.2-Ezit
,.7-13-efore
7.s-1n-tines
6n• To he
mietaken
61-Condensed
moisture
62-Taut
63-At all
W
DOWN
1- Seed
container
2-Yellow bugle
2-Opening
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LOX CriARsiE
BROWN_ I 60T
A NEW BASEBALL
BAT FOR MY
BIRTHDAY!
ss
MARC?
AUNT FRITZI MAKES
ME DO HOUSEHOLD
CHORES EVERY DAY
t:HEYV
-LeArewee-
SerteSniers.  ea. 
Lit.' ABNER
NOEL COWSHED
EAVESDROPS OK THE
BOSS AND HIS SECRETARY
CHAT TING OYER TEA,
I CAN HARCVNIWHOS NAME
LUNT FOR NEXT IS ON iT..
SEASON TO , MiCtIVMANTLE?
TRY IT OiLyiLLIE 
VN.et
PAR
HO.
IT MUST BE A 602L'S BAT: .
".".•
IT SA4/, RACAL CASON"
. 111111 
4
eter
•
Alk
Lase
_
• _
SHE'S OUT, BUT
SHE LEFT A NOTE
WE MADE
A NEAT
PROFIT
ON SOME
SILLS
AMERICANS,
AGAIN!!
ABBIE AN' SLATS
QUITE.'- WE INSURED -79
DOGPATCH BACHELORS, FOR
1 MILLION APIECE, .6GAINIST
GETTING MARRJED —ON
\14%, NOVEMBER
7 h .
THE LULU BELLE IS SHIPSHAPE
AN' REAM/ FOR ACTION, CREW.
WE'RE GOIN' T' MAKE HER,
QUEEN 0' THE RIVER LIKE
SHE WAS
WHEN I WAS
A PUP;
ON SIR!! NO./EMBER 17th
IS SADIE HAWKRA
DAY, N DGGPATCH!!—
THOSE BACHELORS
MARRY LIKE FLIIES
c7"
by Erni. IlloodanaRk.
by Al CaPP
FLOYD'S WE MUST CALLOUR
OF MAJOR STOCKHOLDER
LONDON IN, F ROH felPEEDI-
WILL GO SUM, ItiOlikf!
BROKE!!
fd
-"topie--
"„_
\
4.
4
-
t
FIRST WE' GOT T'ROUND UP
ALL THEM OLD PERFORMERS
WHO USED T'R1DE THE RIVER
BOATS, ANYBODY
GOT ANY IDEAS Z
`I S Pee OS- -NS
1561 soh,*
•
by 1Liimbors VEND Berme
WHY NOT ADVERTISE THAT'LL DO IT,
IN ONE OF THOSE GET STARTED,
PAPERS THAT'RE SLATS -YOU NOW
READ gY THEATRE !SEW' TAIENT SCOuT
FOLKS SY THE LULU
RELLE!
-
••••
•
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THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KT.
Clothing for Winter,
Household Items
Something for
Every Member
of the Family
SHOP TODAY!
.•••••••••••
THURSDAY - NOVEMBER 15, 1962
 ..11.1•••••••-•
cAME0 FULLY AUTOMATIC
Electric Blankets
100% Nylon Blends. Washable, double bed size,
single control, 2-year replacement guarantee.
-- Regular '15.00 Value -
SPECIAL FOR THIS SALE!!
00
Ladies New Fall plus tax
HANDBAGS -. - - $1.00
Others _ _ _ '1.99, '2.99 and '4.99
Ladies New Fall - White, Pastel, Dark
GLOVES
New Shipment plus tax
COSTUME JEWELRY $1
Good Asst. Fall Colors - Others '1.99
Men's New Fall
TIES $1 - $1.50
Men's New Fall Archdale Leather
BELTS - $1450-52-59"
Brown and Black
Men's Heavy White
TEE SHIRTS - - $1.00
Large Heavy Cannon
TOWELS
C
-,OR
2 FOR $100
_ REG. 79e VALUES
SOLIDS and STRIPES
Men's Archdale
UNDERWEAR
Knit Briefs _ _ _ _ 69t or 3 for '2.05
Broadcloth Shorts 79t or 3 for '2.35
Undershirts _ 59t or 3 for '1.75
Men's Nylon Special 39e pr.
Men's Fruit-of-the-Loom
UNDERWEAR
Knit Briefs _ _ _ _ 69t or 3 for '2.05
Broadcloth Shorts 69t or 3 for '2.05
Undershirts 49' or 3 for '1.45
"Pc4"
filmy tianery at great sav;r_
_ • ^
GOSSANIFR SHER
SEAMLESS NY1.13:::J
Sheer and lovely, no seams to - Reg. 79t Value -
mar your leg-line! Plain knit or
mesh, oil first quality, from one 
SPECIAL FOR THIS SALE!
of our top makers. New foil
shades. Now•s your chance to OR 61111
:tock up. for Fall and sa.el Pr. PR.S.$11
LADIES HEIRESS lit QUALITY SEAMLESS
NYLON HOSE
PLAIN or MESH - A REAL VALUE!
$1.00 .
OTHER HOSE
$1.35 and $1.50
LADIES FIRST QUALITY 60 GUAGE 15 DENIER
NYLON HOSE
sLLF-SEANI. REG. 59e - SPECIAL FOR THIS SALE'
41041
47 pr. or 3 prs. $1;00
Fire King Ovenware
590 ea. - 2 for $1.00
Serving Trays - - - $1
With or Without Stand
36 In. or Less Washable
Window Shades - - $1
Cotton and Rayon
RUGS
21x36 in.
24x40
_ ea. $1.00
ea. $1.00
Devil Egg
Dishes
7-Piece
Juice Sets - $1
Reg. 'I 59* each
lee Bowls - - - $1
Stock Up Now On
ALUMINUM WARE
• 7-Cup Percolator
• 3-Qt. Covered Sauce Pan
• 4-Qt. Covered Sauce Pan
• 10-Qt. Dish Pan
• Covered Cake Pan
• 3-Piece Sauce Pan Set
• 3-Piece Range Set
• Tubed Cake Pan
Now Only ---
Glass and Pitcher
7-pc. set $1
Odd Colors and Sizes
4sh Trays - - -$1
36-In. Flannel 35' yd.
Outing - - --3 yds. $1
Polished Hardwood
50 to Bag
CLOTHES PINS
5Wor2isl
Tools - 5W or 2 $1
From Pliers to Vises
Sandwich
Plates  $11
Ladies First Quality
SEAMLESS
NYLON HOSE
Plain or Mesh Weave
591' pr. - or - 2 pr. $1
Stretch Sox - - - 3 prs. $1
Irregulars of Regular 790 Socks
Men's White Satin Bordered
Handkerchiefs -10 for $1
Men's First Quality Nylon Stretch
Socks - - - - 594 or 2 pr. $1
REAP HONEST-TO-GOODNESS
SAVINGS ON MODERN ELECTRICS
FOR CLUBS, PARTIES, FAMILY
10-35 CUP MIRRO-MATIC PERCOLATOR
save drecious time and effort the next time you're hostess, using
this handsome MIRRO-MATIC Brews enough coffee for all, without
making more. Brews the coffee, stops percolating, then keeps drink-
ing hot until you're reedy 'to serve . . . automatically. Jeweled sig-
nal light tells you when coffee is ready. Cool trim and accurate
mecisuring marks add to your convenience. Save money, too if you
buy NOW at Belks.
'Comet Aluminm
Fry, Roast, Bake
ELECTRIC FRY PAN
Ft-y, Braise, Bake, Simmer, or du just about
anything i nthis attractively styled all-put-
pose pan The simple 3 qt. capacity and the
dome-stsaped cover accomodate bulky foods
such as chicken and stew. Durable, stamped,
even-heating aluminum. And you'll be crazy
about the low price, when you shop at Belk's
now! a
ONLY $9.88
For Teenage
'"Twist"
Parties
"Carnet" Aluminum
1-ca. ELECTRIC CORN POPPER
You'll be the hit of your teenager's party
when you serve the gang tender, fluffy mor-
sels ot popcorn made in this handy aluminum
popper. And it's so easy to make. Just add
oil and corn, then it beck and listen to it
()op . . No stirring. no shaking! You'll want
to use it anytime family or friends get to-
gether for fun. Heats soups and vegetables,
too. Save by buying now at Belk's!
ONLY $2.88
ONLY $14.88
Coffee To
Suit Your
Taste
9-CUP WIRRO-MATIC PERCOLATOR
This graciously styled Jeauty lets you dial the
coffee strength you want . . . mild, medium,
ar strong Brews, shuts off, and keeps your
toffee drinking hot . . . automatically. Jewel-
KI signal light blinks on when coffee is done
In gleaming polished aluminum. Now at
Belk's . . . .
ONLY 
$
6.88
Carefree Broiling!
MIRA° PORTABLE ELECTRIC BROILER
Broil anything from hamburgers to T-Bones
. anywhere. Can be used in the kitchen,
dining room. patio, or anywhere an e'ectrical
outlet is available. And so easy to clean ..
simply detach base and wash. Detachable
'over /Stands open for easy food removal.
AmplVapacity, too . . . holds 5 hamburgers
fir ch  or 2 medium-sized T-Bones. Speci-
ally priced at Belk's now.
ONLY $1[1.1011111
BEI. It • SETTLE C
114 South 5th Street Murray, Kentucky gib 753-3773
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